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Abstraoi 
An attempt has been mode to investigate the aechanisra of 
multiparticle production in high energy hadronic interactions by examining 
the various features of 4OO GeV p-nucleus interactions. For this purpose, 
an experimental study involving the interactions of 4OO GeV protons with 
emulsion nuclei has been carried out and a random sample of 1087 disintegrations 
having i v ^ 0, where n, denotes the number of particles with ^ ^ 0.7, was 
collected. For investigating the dependence of the various characteristics 
of hadron-nucleus interactions on the energy and identity of the colliding 
hadrcmsy the experimental data based on 873 disintegrations having n. :^ 2, 
produced in the interactions of ^ 0 GeV negative pions with emulsion nuclei, 
available in our laboratory have also been analysed. 
The results reveal that like the total multiplicity distribution 
of grey particles, the multiplicity distributions of grey particles emitted 
in the forward and backward hemispheres are also independent of the incident 
energy. The distributions are satisfactorily reproduced on lising the 
predictions of the Additive Quark Model (A<j^ ) excluding the contributions 
of the grey particles produced as a result of the destruction of the 
correlated pairs of the intranuclear nucleons. 
The angular distribution of grey particles is observed to depend 
slightly on the target mass and relatively more particles are found to appear 
in the forward hemisphere for the lij^ter targets. The angular distributior 
of grey particles are observed to be in fine accord with the predictions of 
the AQM. Furthermore, there appears to be'^100% compatibility between the 
experimental and predicted distributions when the contributions of the pair 
correlations are also taken Into account. It Is also observed that grey 
particles produced as a result of the destruction of the correlated pairs 
of intranuclear nucleons contribute to the angular distribution of grey 
particles at all values of emission angles. This result, therefore, reveals 
that there does not exist any significant difference in the general character-
istics of the disintegrations with and without the emission of grey particles 
in the backward hemisphere. The investigations based on the various 
characteristics of the interactions with and without the emission of grey 
or relativistic particles (shower particles^ in the backward henisphere also 
suggest that there is no significant difference in the general characteristics 
of the two types of disintegrations. 
The behaviour of the correlations between the multiplicities of 
charged evaporated fragments and recoil protons, i.e., <n,>-n and -^cn >-
n, correlations, are observed to be in nice accord with the predictions of 
the Stenlund and Otterlund model in the range n (n, );^ 9 and above this 
range, saturation in <n.> -n and < n >-i^ correlations occur. It is 
perhaps due to the dominance of some new mechanism which is not taken into 
account by the model. The results also support the predictions of the model 
that any of the black, grey or heavily ionizing particle multiplicity may 
be used to estimate the mean number of the intranuclear collisions with 
almost equal reliability. 
The values of the mean normalized multiplicity estimated in terms 
of only the created charged particles, R-, are foimd to be comparable with 
their corresponding values of R^., estimated by considering all the final 
state particles, both charged and neutral. The values of R. and R^ are 
observed to be independent of the nature of the colliding hadrons and both 
3 
R^ and lU acquire alaoat constant values beyond incident energy '-^ 20 GeV, 
It is'also obserred that both R. and B.^, increase with the fflean number of 
4 5 
encountersi<V>t ^^ ^^^ effectire number of encounters»<\>>, in alBOSt 
the same fashion. These results, therefore, indicate a new kind of scaling 
in hadron~nucleu8 interactions. 
The study of the emgular characteristics of fast charged secondaries 
convincingly demonstrates that the distribution of the difference between the 
charged shower particle multiplicities in the forward and backward hemi-
spheres, •(» n - n ), is negative for the events having n = 0 and it 
s s g 
becomes flatter with increasing n . Further, it is found to become predomi-
nantly positive for n = 5 and above. This effect may be explained in terms 
oft (i) multiple scattering of the projectile inside the nucleus and conse-
quently a rapid decrease in its energy, (ii) multiple scattering of the 
secondaries having low momenta and (iii) cascading of recoiling nucleons. 
The rapidity distribution of pions in the forward cone is observed 
to remain almost independent of the target size. It may be noted that the 
increase in the multiplicity with increasing target mass takes place because 
excess of the pions appear in the backward hemisphez«, where nuclear effects 
usiutlly manifest. The angular distribution of shower particles for the 
interactions accompanied by the emission of grey peurticles in the backward 
hemisphere exhibits much stronger dependence on the target size as compared 
to those in which no grey particles appear in the backward hemisphere. 
These results also reveal that the interactions with grey particles in the 
backward hemisphere correspond to a higher number of intranuclear re-
scatterings. 
4 
The dependence of V\ and dVI-.distributions on the mean nuaber of 
intranuclear collisions observed in the present work do not favour the 
idea of complete passivity of the incident hadron from the target nucleus 
after the first collision. Furthermore, the constancy of the dispersion 
of the rapidity distribution, HW), against the slow particle multiplicity 
supports the predictions of the diffractive excitation and the energy flux 
cascade models. 
Informations regarding the particle production phenomenon throu^ 
the decay of clusters are obtained by analysing the experimental data in 
terns of the predictions of the models dealing with the interactions of 
peripheral nature. It is observed that '^ 90% of the total interactions 
having multiplicities in the interval 6 ^ n , ^  10 possess at least one 
cluster and there might be several clusters present in an event; each cluster 
on an average decays into a minimum of three charged pions. Furthermore, by 
adopting the model independent approach, it is found that the maximum number 
of charged particles arising out of a single cluster is four at the incident 
energy ,—•50 GeV and above. The cluster characteristics are also found to 
remain essentially independent ofthe mean number of hadron-nucleon colli-
sions inside the target nucleus as well as the energy and identity of the 
colliding hadrons. These findings, therefore, lead to the conclusion that 
perhaps similar mechanisms operate in the particle production in both hadron-
hadron and hadron-nucleus collisions at high energies. 
Finally an attempt has been made to investigate the multiplicity 
distributions of the produced pions and to examine the validity of the KNO 
scaling for the interactions due to protons and nuclear targets of different 
masses caused by antiprotons and protons in the cm. energy range ^ (10-540)GeV. 
It is observed that the multiplicity distributions in hadron-hadron and 
hadron-nueleus interactions may be represented quite well by using the 
predictions of the theznodynamical models. The resultsrereal that the 
pion production takes place via the formation of fireballs of equal 
strengths. The number of fireballs has been observed to remain constant 
(s 4) for antiproton induced reactions in the energy range Jh '^(20-340)GeV, 
whereas for the collisions involving protons as the incident particle, 
this number is found to vary from 2 at Js .^10 GeV to 4 at 7s ^-100 GeV. 
However, the number of fireballs remains unchanged with increasing target 
mass. The KNO scaling function obtained on the basis of the predictions 
of the thermodynaaical models shows strong dependence on the natiire of the 
incident hadron. The agreement between the experimental data and those 
predicted by the KNO scaling function is found to be closer in the case of 
the reactions caused by antiprotons. For proton induced reactions, 
however, a slight modification in the parameterization of the KNO scaling 
function is required for obtaining a better agreement between the experi-
mental and theoretical distributions. Finally, it may be noted that the 
shapes of the scaled multiplicity distributions obtained using KNO-G 
predictions also exhibit a strong dependence on the nature of the colliu^^^ 
hadron. 
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PREFACE 
The main motivation behind the work presented in this thesis was 
to obtain some useful and important informations regarding the mechanism of 
multiparticle production in high energy hadronic interactions. These 
informations have been obtained by investigating some salient features of 
hadronic interactions, such as, the mean normalized multiplicity, pseudo-
rapidity distributions, cluster formation, multiplicity distributions of 
fast charged secondaries and the validity of the KNO scaling, etc. In order 
to examine the mechanism of multiparticle production in hadronic interactions 
at high energies, the experimental values of some important characteristics 
of these interactions have been compared with their corresponding values 
predicted by the various theoretical models. 
The results presented in the thesis are based on an experimental 
study involving 108? disintegrations with n, ^  0, where n, represents the 
number of particles having ^ ^ 0.7, caused by 400 GeV protons in nuclear 
emulsion. In the present study, attention has been focussed mainly on those 
aspects which have not been thoroughly investigated or which have remained 
completely neglected so far. Furthermore, for investigating the dependence 
of various characteristics of hadronic interactions on the incident energy 
and identity of the colliding hadron, a random sample of 875 events with 
n. ^ 2 produced in the interactions of 50 GeV negative pions with emulsion 
nuclei, available in our laboratory, has been analysed. 
In Chapter I, some introductory remarks on the present problem 
are given. The importance of the present work has also been discussed 
in detail in this chapter. 
( l i l ) 
Chapter II deals with various features of slow particles produced 
and their correlations with the fast charged secondaries. The results are 
explained in terms of the predictions of the various theoretical models. 
Chapter IIT deals with the modification in the definition of the 
mean normalized multiplicity in the light of the predictions of the various 
theoretical models. - The compatibility of the re-defined parameters with 
their predicted values is tested by using experimental data over a wide 
range of incident energy. The various features of hadronic collisions 
based on the angijlar characteristics of relativistic particles are also 
discussed in Chapter III. 
Besults revealing the production of secondary particles through 
the decay of clusters are presented in Chapter IV. The cluster character-
istics of charged particles are investigated by analysing the experi-
mental data in terms of the predictions of models dealing with the inter-
actions of the peripheral nature. 
In Chapter V, an attempt has been made to determine the size and 
masR of the clusters. The dependence of the cluster size on the nature and 
energy of the incident particle and the number of intranuclear collisions 
has also been investigated. 
Chapter VI deals with the results on the multiplicity distributions 
and the validity of the KNO scaling at FNAL, ISR and collider energies. The 
findings are discussed in the light of the KNO scaling violation observed in 
antiproton-proton collisions at 540 GeV c.m. energy. 
Summary and important conclusions drawn on the basis of the 
findings of the present work are presented in ChaDter VII. 
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CHAPTER - I 
Introduction 
The studies on particle-nucleus interactions at high energies 
haveiBcently generated considerable interest because they are expected to 
be the window on the dynamics of raultiparticle production in high energy 
hadronic interactions. In the beginning, the studies on this problem were 
confined to the investigations involving hadronic interactions caused by 
1-5 
cosmic rays only, as the cosmic rays were the only source of energetic 
particles. But these invpstigations could not lead to definite conclusions 
because the energy and nature of the impinging hadrons were not known 
exactly. However, with the advent of high energy accelerators the scenario 
on these studies has considerably changed because a high energy accelerator 
could provide beam of desired particles with controlled flux and energy. 
But in the beginning attention of the high energy physicists was confined 
mainly to the studies on hadron-nucleon collisions only, because the studies 
on high energy hadron-nucleus interactions were considered to be rather 
complex and it was commonly believed that the investigations based on 
hadron-hadron interactions at high energies would help understand the 
dynamics of multiparticle production in high energy hadron-nucleus collisions. 
Interest in the studies on the disintegrations of nuclei caused 
by energetic hadrons has grown considerably during the recent years. The 
reasons for the revival of the interest in h i ^ energy hadron-nucleus 
interactions are: (i) the phenomenal success of the Glauber theory which 
provides the possibility of incorporating the nuclear effects correctly, 
(ii) the realization that nuclei may be regarded as the targets of consi-
derable spatial dimensions and provide an opportunity to investigate the 
2 
space-time development of the formation of produced hadrons for the nucleons 
in the target nucleus serve as the detectors of the products of initial 
7-10 interactions , whereas the analysis of the hadron-nucleon interactions 
provides informations only on the asymptotic states formed and (iii) the 
studies on hadron-nucleus interactions provide the means of distinguishing 
between the various theoretical models proposed to explain multiparticle 
9-12 production phenomenon 
Informations regarding the mechanisms of multiparticle production 
in high energy hadron-nucleus collisions and the properties of the particles 
produced may be obtained by analysing the experimental data on the secondary 
particles. It may be mentioned that for studying the disintegrations having 
high multiplicities, nuclear emulsions are preferred • -^  over other 
visual detectors due to their fine spatial resolution. In emulsions, angles 
ofthe charged secondaries may be accurately determined which in turn would 
permit the determination of not only the entire pseudorapidity distribution 
but also any fluctuation in the pseudorapidity distribution and correlations 
among two or more particles. Also, ionization measurements allow the sepa-
ration of both knock out protons and low energy evaporated fragments from 
the minimum ionizing particles. Finally, it may be noted that emulsions 
127 lOfl 80 
contain fairly heavy nuclei like I , kg and Br , the dependence of 
various characteristics of high energy hadronic collisions on the target 
mass may, therefore, be investigated using the nuclear emulsions. 
To investigate the mechanism of multiparticle production in hign 
energy hadronic collisions, a number of models have been proposed. These 
models have generally been classified into two groups on the,basis whether 
the particle production is instantaneous (single step modelsj or delayed due 
to the formation of some intermediate states (double step models). The 
3 
models, according to which the particle production is visxialized to occur 
immediately after the collisions ' ~ are not compatible with the 
experimental results. On the other hand, it is believed that the production 
of hadrons takes place via the formation of some intermediate states like 
fireballs, nova, clusters, etc., which finally decay into real physical 
7 9 20-33 particles. Based on this idea, a number of models have been proposed 
to explain the various salient features of the experimental data on the 
hadronic interactions. It should, however, be noted that there is no parti-
cular model proposed so far which may alone explain the various emission 
characteristics of secondaries produced in hadronic collisions, but different 
features of the experimental data are required to test the predictions of 
the various models. The analysis of the experimental data on the inter-
actions of 400 GeV protons with emulsion nuclei have, therefore, been carried 
out systematically; the experimental results are compared with the predictions 
ofthe various models. 
-, ^. , 54-38 and references therein) , , , ^ Several attempts have been made to 
investigate the various features of hadron-audeus interactions in the whole 
range of accelerator energies. However, in most of these investigations the 
production of fast secondaries and the process of fragmentation of the target 
nuclei have been studied more or less separately. As these processes are 
3'5 
related to each other , the investigations based on the inter-correlations 
between the different types of secondary particles would lead to some 
interesting conclusions. Furthermore, in hadron-nucleus collisions, the 
peripheral and the more central collisions may be differenciated by simply 
knowing the niimber of nucleons taking part in the reactions. Anderson-
39 
et al^ '^  in 1978 proposed a model which predicts that the number of grey 
particles (0.3 ^ B ^ 0.7) may be used as a measure of the number of 
1 
40 intranuclear collisions. Recently, Stenlund and Otterlund have expanded 
39 the model due to Anderson et al "^  and have suggested that any of the three 
multiplicities black (p. ^  0.3), grey (0.3 ^ ^ ^ 0.7) and heavily 
ionizing particle ( ^  ^ 0.7) multiplicity may be taken as a measure of 
the number of hadron-nucleon collisions inside the target nucleus with almost 
40 
equal reliability. This model has also predicted the behaviour of the 
correlations among the slow particles. In order to test the validity of 
these models an attempt has, therefore, been made to investigate the various 
features of slow particles produced in 400 GeV proton-nucleus interactions 
and their correlations with the relativis particles (p) > 0.7); these 
results have been discussed in Chapter II. The characteristics of the 
disintegrations with and without the emission ofgrey or shower particles in 
the backward hemisphere have also been presented in the same chapter. 
An important and the most commohly used parameter, which provides 
the means of distinguishing between the various models put forward to explain 
the mechanism of multiparticle production, is themean normalized multiplicity, 
R (= ^n >/<n > ), where <n > and ^ n > are respectively the mean 
A S Cil S Cii 
multiplicities observed in hadron-nucleus and hadron-proton collisions at 
the same incident energy. The values of the mean normalized multiplicity 
have been observed ' ' to increase slowly with the incident energy 
upto '•^ 70 GeV and thereafter this parameter acquires almost a constant 
value — A with oC = 0.15» thus, suggesting a weak dependence of R on the 
target mass, A. It has also been reported ^ ^ that R strongly depends on 
the nature of the projectile. But according to the predictions of the single 
step models, the mean normalized multiplicity should be energy dependent, 
while the double step models predict R to be independent of energy. The 
experimental results, however, do not favour either class of models. Such 
5 
discrepancies in the experimental and predicted behaviours of R. are expected 
if the experimental values are carefully examined in terms of the predictions 
of the models. It may be noted that in the double step models it is basi-
cally assumed that the particle in the initial channel after the collision 
either loses its identity and is treated as the created particle in the final 
state or appears in the_ final state as the non-created particle. Thus, for 
obtaining a better agreement between the experimental and estimated values, 
the mean normalized multiplicity should be estimated either in terms of only 
the created particles or actual number of final state particles, both charged 
and neutral. The mean normalized multiplicities, H and R have, therefore, 
been redefined by taking into account the above facts and the dependence of 
these parameters on the nature and energy of the incident hadron have been 
examined. The details regarding this behaviour have been described in 
Chapter III. The dependence of the mean normalized multiplicities, R. and 
R^ on the number of encotmters and effective number of encounters made by 
the impinging hadron inside the struck nucleus have also been investigated 
and the details are presented in the same chapter. 
The angular distribution of the fast charged secondaries produced 
in high energy hadronic reactions is regarded as an important and useful 
characteristic for understnading the dynamics of multiparticle production. 
The angular characteristics of relativistic particles are investigated in 
terms of the pseudorapidity variable, V] (= -In tan 9/2), where 9 is the 
emission angle of the charged particle with respect to the mean direction 
of the projectile beam in the lab frame. On the basis of the pseudorapidity 
distributions, the relativistic particles are divided into two hemispheres; 
the forward hemisphere, containing the particles having pseudorapidities 
*| > ^ » where VI is referred to as the centre of mass hadron-nucleon 
6 
rapidity, and the backward hemisphere which obviously accommodates the 
particles with 1^ ^  V\ . The angular distributions of the charged shower 
particles in hadron-nucleon and hadron-nucleus collisions at the same 
44,45 
Incident energy have been observed to be almost similar in the forward 
hemisphere. With increasing target mass the excess of the particles appear 
in the backward hemisphjere. Thus,the nuclear effects generally manifest in 
the backward hemisphere. A careful analysis of the experimental data, 
however, shows that the separation of the two hemispheres is not very sharp 
46 
and the nuclear effects might be observed in the forward hemisphere as well 
A *7 
It has also been observed that the probability of the presence of nuclear 
effects in the forward hemisphere increases with increasing target size. 
F\irthermore, it has been reported ' that the probability of finding the 
leading particle in the foirward hemisphere is much higher than that in the 
backward hemisphere. By investigating the dependence of the various charac-
teristics of relativistic particles on heavy and shower particle multipli-
cities, the predictions of many theoretical models may also be tested and 
informations regarding the peripheral or more central collisions may be 
51 
obtained . An attempt has, therefore, been made to examine the nuclear 
mass effect on the forward to backward asymmetry, the leading particle 
effect in the forward hemisphere, the dependence of the mean values of 
pseudorapidity,<,^>jdispersion, D(*|), etc., on particle multiplicities 
using the experimental data on 400 GeV p-nucleus interactions. It may be 
noted that to investigate the dependence of these parameters on the energy 
and identity of the incident hadron, the experimental data on 50 GeV -j^-
nucleus collisions available in our laboratory have also been analysed. 
On the basis of the findings of the present work some interesting and 
useful conclusions have been arrived at. 
The problem of particle production through cluster decays has been 
23-26 52-59 
of considerable interest during the recent years. Several attempts ' 
have, therefore,been made by both experimental and theoretical physicists 
to examine the cluster characteristics of charged shower particles produced 
in high energy hadronic interactions. It may be noted that the character-
istics of clusters of charged shower particles may be explained quite well 
in terms of the predictions of the various models dealing with the collisions 
of peripheral nature and the most commonly investigated characteristics 
are the distributions of the rapidity differences between charged shower 
particles, like, distributions of the minimum and maximiim rapidity gaps, 
distributions of rapidity gaps between 'n' consecutive particles, distri-
butions of short and long gaps, etc. It may be mentioned that only a few 
attempts have been made to investigate these characteristics at accelerator 
energies, while no attempt has been made so far to examine the dependence 
of these characteristics on the target size and the number of intranuclear 
collisions. The analysis of the experimental data on 400 GeV proton-
emulsion interactions in terms of the predictions of tne various multiperi-
pheral models has, therefore, been carried out and the results are presented 
in Chapter IV. Furthermore, for investigating the variations of the variovis 
features of the data on hadron-nucleus collisions with the target size, 
the data on the interactions due to H, CNO and AgBr groups of nuclei have 
been analysed separately. An attempt has also been made to determine the 
size and mass of the clusters and their dependence on the nature and energy 
of the projectile and the number of intranuclear collisions. 
An important but often neglected phenomenon on the physics of the 
strong interactions, which has now attracted the attention of several 
8 
28,52,33»60-62 and references therein) . ,^ T- v • ^ 
workers is the scaling benaviour of 
the hadronic multiplicity distributions. Considerable interest has grown in 
65 the investigation of the KNO (Koba Neilson and Olesen) scaling because of 
64 - ^ 
the observation of the KNO scaling violation at CEHN p-p collider at /s = 
65-70 ' 
540 GeV. Numerous attempts had also been made even earlier before 
the collider energy era, to test the validity of the KNO scaling in hadron-
65 
hadron and hadron-nucleus collisions. It was reported that p-p multipli-
city data approximately obey the KNO scaling function as siiggested by 
71 Slattery . However, a perfect compatibility between the experimental data 
CQ T O 77 
and the standard KNO scaling function has never been achieved ' ' . The 
situation in the case of hadron-nucleus interactions is even worse. For 
obtaining the scaled multiplicity distribution in hadron-nucleus collisions, 
the K.NO scaling function '^(Z) and the vairiable Z have been redefined ' ' 
72 
In 1977f Golokhvastov proposed a successful generalization of the standard 
75 KNO scaling, referred to as the KNO-G scaling. It has been obsei-ved that 
the p-p multiplicity data in the full energy range available so far, Js '-^ 
(2.5-62.2; GeV obey the KNO-G scaling. 
. 64 
After the observation of the violation of the KNO scaling in 
antiproton-proton collisions a.t Je = 540 GeV, a number of new models have 
been proposed to explain the multiplicity distributions and their scaling 
behaviour upto collider energies. According to these models, the production 
of the real physical particles is envisaged to occur through k independent 
32 
cells of equal strengths , where the parameter k has been interpreted 
29 31 
either within the QCD context -^'-^ or in terms of the statistical or tnermo-
52 33 dynamical models . Despite the fact that many attempts have been made to 
examine the validity of these models at collider energies, only a few workers 
have tried to test the predictions of these models using the low energy p-p 
data alongwith p-p data at 540 GeV. The validity of these models in the 
case of hadron-nucleus collisions has not been examined so far. An attempt 
has, therefore, been made to exsimine the validity of the predictions of the 
thermodynaraical models in p-p, p-p, p-nucleus and p-nucleus collisions in 
the cm. energy range r^ (10-540; G^V. Analysis of the experimental data 
on p-nucleus and p-nucleus collisions in terms of the KNO-G predictions has 
also been carried out by us. These results lead to some useful and interes-
ting conclusions regarding the production mechanism and the scaling behaviour 
of the secondary hadrons. These results are described in Chapter VI 
Summary and some important conclusions drawn on the basis of the 
findings of the present investigation are described in Chapter VII. 
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CHAPTER - II 15 
SoBtt interesting features of slow particles produced in high energy 
hadron-nucleus collisions 
The realization that nuclei as targets can be used as the analyser 
of the space-time development of the multiparticle production process has 
generated considerable interest in the study of high energy hadron-nucleus 
interactions. Numerous attempts ~ have been made during the recent years 
to investigate the characteristics of multiparticle production in high energy 
hadron-nucleus interactions. However, the production of fast secondaries 
and the fragmentation of target nuclei have been investigated separately in 
majority of these experiments. Since the two processes production of 
fast particles and fragmentation of target nuclei are believed to be closely 
related to each other, the investigations based on the characteristics of 
the inter-correlations amongst the various types of particles observed in the 
final state are likely to provide useful and interesting conclusions refiar-
ding thp production mechanisms. 
The peripheral and the more central collisions occurring in haaron-
nucleus collisions may be distinguished if the number of nucleons of the 
target nucleus hit by the incident hadron ig known because the nunber of 
9 
nucleons participating in these reactions depends on the impact parameter . 
9 10 
I t has been suggested'^' that the number of recoi l protons observed ir, the 
final s t a t e may be used as a measure of the number of encounters made by 
11 
the incident hadron inside the target nucleus, 1^  . In 1978, Anderson et al 
put forward a model which successfully explains the var ia t ion of the grey 
pa r t i c l e mul t ip l ic i ty with the mean number of co l l i s ions made by th' ' incident 
12 pa r t i c l e inside the struck nucleus. Recently, Stenlund and Otterlund have 
pxo-poseti a T^O^^I for e^nplftini-ng \^e prodM^tion of alos* p a r t i t l ^ s having 
16 
velocities ^ ^ 0.7 which is nothing but an expansion of the model due to 
Anderson et al . This model predicts that the number of evaporated frag-
ments, referred to as the black particles (^ •<. 0.3), n»ay also be regarded 
as reasonable measure of "^ as in the case of the grey particles having 
velocities in the interval 0.5 ^ [^  ^  0.7. This model also explains the 
behaviour of the correlation between the numbers of evaporated particles and 
the recoil protons. 
In this chapter, results on the general characteristics of charged 
particles produced in 400 GeV proton-nucleus interactions are presented. 
Various features of fast and slow charged particles produced in the inter-
actions with and without the emission of hadrons( grey or shower particles) 
in the backward hemisphere are also presented. 
2.1 Experimental details 
A stack of Illford K5 emulsion, exposed to 400 GeV proton beam 
at Permi Lab., U.S.A., has been used in the present investigation. The 
flux of the beam has been estimated to be /^ 5x10 protons/cm and the 
dimensions of each pellicle is ^-^ 15cm x 10cm x 0.06rm. 
In the present analysis the events lying in the emulsion at a 
depth of ^ 50/^ from air or glass surface and produced by the primaries 
having inclinations JG 4 with respect to the mean direction of the projec-
tile beam are included. Further, to ensure that the events are produced 
by the genuine primaries only, the primary tracks were followed back upto 
the eage of the pellicle. 
A random sample of 1087 disintegrations having n "^ 0, where n, 
denotes the number of tracks with ^  ^ 0.7, were collected. For investi-
gating the dependence of various features of hadron-nucleus interactions 
17 
on the identity and energy of the projectile, experimental data involving 
873 disintegrations with n, i^  2, produced in 50 GeV if-nucleus collisions, 
available in our laboratory have been used; the experimental details 
7 8 
regarding this experiment are given elsewhere ' . 
2.2 Ebcperimental Results 
2.2.1 Wultiplicities o"f heavily ionizing particles 
The mean multiplicities of grey, and black particles, observed by 
various workers in p-nucleus and jf-nucleus interactions at different 
incident energies are given in Table 2.1. The following facts 7^.a\ be notec 
in the table; 
1) The values of the mean multiplicity of grey particles is observed 
to be independent ofthe incident energy for both p-nucleus and Tl-nucleus 
interactions , whereas the values of these parameters obtained by Nadi et al 
15 
and Azirnov et al are found to decrease with incident energj'. It has been 
5 13 
reported that the mean grey particle multiplicity decreases wi t.h 
increasing energy, E , as; 
-i:n > = 3.5 - 0.21 InEo '.2.1) 
for 7\-nucleus interactions in the energy range /^ (50-540) 3PV and 
< n •> = 4.06 - 0.26 InEo (2.2) 
for p-nucleus interactions in the energy range »—-(50-200) GeV. 
2) The values of the mean multiplicity of grey particles obtainea 
in p-nucleus interactions are comparatively higner tnan those observed in 
5 6 
the case of Jt-nucleus interactions at the same inciaent energy * . The 
values of the ratio, <in >_ ,/<:n > . are found to be 0.82+0.05 and 0.88+ 
en-A' g p-A - -
S f} 
0.02 at 50 and 200 GeV respectively ' , 'j-'hus, these values are in fine agree-
ment witi the ratio of the mean numbers of encounters,•<.^ '>- , and <-"j?^  >• . 
observed in JT-nucleus and p-nucleus collisions 
18 
Table 2.1 
Type of 
interaction 
p-nucleus 
71-nucleus 
Mean multiplicities of heavily ionizing 
hadron-nucleus collisions at different i 
Energy 
(GeV) -
24 
50 
200 
200 
400 
400 
400 
50 
200 
200 
540 
^"g> 
5.16+0.11 
3.19+0.12 
2.96+0.15 
2.70+0.06 
3.14+0.14 
3.02+0.05 
2.99+0.06 
2.61+0.13 
2.86+0.11 
2.38+0.04 
2.25+0.10 
<v 
4.45+0.13 
4.34±0.13 
4.09+0.18 
^.00+0.10 
4.22+0.16 
4.83+0.07 
5.00+0.09 
4.02+0.15 
4.25+0.14 
4.52+0.07 
5.69+0.11 
particles in 
energies 
^n^/<V 
0.71+0.03 
0.74+0.04 
0.72+0.05 
0.54+0.02 
0.74+0.04 
0.65+0.02 
0.60+0.02 
0.65+0.04 
0.67+0.03 
0.53+0.01 
0.40+0.02 
Reference 
6 
6 
6 
5 
6 
Present work 
5 
6 
6 
5 
5 
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<-^> 
J-_A/<^^-A = °-«5 (2.3) 
, ^ \t s^ . inel/inel inel , inel 
where •«iV> = AoT* /OT" A » ZTZT ^^d en—, are inelastic cross 
h-p/ ** n-A ^^  n-p ^ h-A 
sections for hadron-proton and hadron-nucleus interactions respectively 
The values of Q-r have been reported to be 32.3+_0.8 and 
21.2+0.3 mb for p-p and 7f-P collisions respectively, whilst the values of 
0~yr k for p-nucleus and" T\-nucleus reactions are observed to be 46A ' and 
0 75 28A * '-^  respectively where A is the mass numDer of the target nucleus. 
Purthemiore, the value of the ratio <rn, ">_ ./-^HI.^ . is found to be 0.95 
b n-A' b p-A 
at 50 GeV, which is close to unity. Incidentally, this result supports the 
hypothesis of the limiting fragmentation of the targer nuclei. 
Multiplicity distributions of grey particles emitted in the 
forward and backward hemispheres for p-CNO and p-jigBr collisions at 400 GeV 
a5^ shown in Fig.2.1 ; n and n are defined as the numbers of grey 
& g 
particles having space angles 9 *-'^  7T/2 (forward hemisphere) and 6 -'^•- TV/2 
(backward hemisphere) respectively. It has been reported ' that like the 
total grey particle multiplicity distributions, tne multipiiciiy aistri-
butions of the grey particles observed in the forwaru and backward hemi-
spheres are also energy ind*ependent for both proton and pion projectiles. 
For studying tne characteristics of grey particles, tnese workers ' nave 
considered the entire data at various incident enerpies separately for 
p-nucleus and n-nucleus interactions. The mean values of the grey parti-
T^ ?. 
cles emitted in the forward and backward hemiaoheres, <; n > ana < n > 
G p> 
and their dispersions, D(n ) and D{n ), obtained ' at different energies 
g o 
are given in Table 2.2 alongwith the results obtained in the present work. 
It may be noted in the taole that the mean n'Jmbers of gr^y particles in 
the two hemispheres and the dispersions of the grey particle multiplicity 
20 
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Fig.2.1 Multiplicity distributions of grey particles in 
(a) the forward and (b) the backward hemispheres 
at'400 GeV. 
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Tehle 2.2 Vplues of the mean m u l t i p l i c i t y and d i s p e r s i o n of grey p a r t i c l e s 
in t^e forward and backwa.rd hemisphere^pt 4OO Gt-V 
Tvpe of F , ?. B ' h^ 
,-„t^ r>^ +^-i^ v, '^"^> ^Hn ) -^n > I^ ln ) Reference interaction g 6 S 8 
p-CKO 0.69+0.Op 0.78+0.05 0.27+0.05 0.29+0.-,2 Present 
work 
0.74+0.02 0.91+0.05 0.25+0.01 0,27+0.01 6 
p-AgBr 2.54+0.07 7.95+0.52 1.25+0.05 2.25+0.04 Presen t 
worr: 
2.75+0.05 8.46+0.20 1.19+0.02 2.45+0.'^b 6 
22 
distributions are independent ofthe nature of the colliding hadrons in the 
case of h-CNO interactions, whereas for h-A(K:Br collisions the values of 
these quantities are relatively higher for proton induced reactions as 
compared to those for pion induced reactions. The values of the ratios 
•<n ">/D(n ) and <; n >/D(n ) are also found to be higher for the interac-
o g o g 
tions caused by protons with both CNO and AgBr groups of nuclei as compared 
to their corresponding values for H-CNO and J^-AgBr collisions. This 
difference is rather more pronounced in the case of collisions due to 
AcBr nuclei. 
Integral multiplicity distributions of grey particles emitted in 
the forward and backward hemispheres in p-AgBr collisions at 24 and 400 GeV 
have been compared with the predictions of the Additive Quark Model (AQK); 
these distributions are shown in Fig.2.2. The data for plotting the curves 
in the figure are taken from ref.6. It may be noted that according: to the 
predictions of the AtJJI , the mean multiplicity of grey particles shoulo 
strongly depend on the energy of the incident hadron because the pair corre-
lation, which increases with the incident energy and the target sizp, is 
expected to play a vital role in contributing to the mean multiplicities 
of grey particles in both forward and backward hemispheres. Phis fact is 
reflected clearly in Fig.2.2, in which n -distributions obtained using the 
A(^. predictions exhibit a strong energy dependence when the contribution of 
the pair correlation is taken into account. 
In Pig.2.5, the dependence of < n > on the number of grey 
s 
particles in the backward hemisphere, n , observed in 400 CieV p-AgEr 
O 
col l i s ions i s shown. I t i s observed in the figure tha.t < n > varies 
l inear ly with n . -i-he leas t squares f i t to the data i s 
< n > = (1.29+0.27) n^ + (12.74+0.99) (2.4) 
s — g — 
23 
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F i g . 2 . 2 Integral multiplicity distributions of grey particles in: (a) the 
forward and (b) the backward hemispheres in 24 and 400 GeV p-AgBr 
collisions. The solid and broken curves correspond to the predictions 
of the Al^ with and without the contributions of the pair correlations. 
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Fig.2.3 Variations of <n ^ with grey particle multiplicity in the 
s 
backward hemisphere in 400 GeV p-AgBr co l l i s i ons . 
IV V 
The values of the constants occurring in Eq.2.4 are quite different 
from those observed in the case of the dependence of ^ n ^ on the total 
s 
grey particle multiplicity multiplicity of grey particles emitter in 
p-AgBr collisions at the same incident energy. 
2,2.2 Angular distribution of grey particles 
The angular distributions of grey particles produced in AOO GeV 
proton interactions with CNOtAgRr and emulsion nuclei are plottea in >"ig.2.4. 
The solid and broken curves in the figure correspond to the AQK preaictions 
cbtainefl for i)with and ii ) without the contributions of the rorrelatpd pairs. 
T^is distribution is observed to strongly depend on the target size. Tne 
value of the coefficient of the ajigular asymmetry, defined as 
k = N/N2 (?.S) 
where N' and Np are the numbers of grey particles emitted in tne forward 
and backward hemispheres respectively, are found to be 3«13» 2.54 anc 2.2$ 
for the interactions due to CNO, emulsion and AgEr nuclei respectively. This 
trend of decrease in the value of K with increasing target size also indi-
cates that comparatively more grey particles are produced in tne forwarc 
hemisphere in the case of intera.ctions due to light nuclei. However, tne 
value of k has been reported to be independent of thf^  incident energy. 
It may also be s«>en in Fig.2.4 tnat the angular distribution of grey parti-
6 
cles agrees fairly well with th"^  predictions of the Additive Quark Koaei , 
This agreement in the experimental and theoretical districutions oecomps 
rather fine when the contributions of tne grey particles produced aue to tne 
destruction of the correlated pairs are taken into account. In thf. present 
work the value of the coefficient of angular asymmetry, k for p-eir.ulsion 
interactions has been observed to be 2.34» which incidentally is in exce-
llent agreement with value •—2.4 as predicted by the Additive Quark Model. 
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Fig,2.4 AngTilar distributions of grey particles produced in the 
interactions of 400 GeV protons with CHO, AgBr and emulsion 
nuclei. The solid and broken curves correspond to the 
predictions of the AQM with and without the contributions of 
the pair correlations. 
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Variations of <: cos e > and D(COS 9 } with grey ana black 
particle multiplicities are shown in Fig.i!.5. It is observed in the figure 
that in the region of relatively lower values of n and n^, <:cos 6 >decreases 
while D(cos 9 ) increases with increasing n and n and the two parameters 
almost acquire constant value around n (n, ) ^ 7 . It is interesting to note 
that at almost the same values of n (n, )• saturations in •^  n (n, )^—n (n ) 
g^  b " g'' b^ b^  g'' 
correlations have also been observed by Khushnood et al . 
2.2,3 Correlations between heavily ionizing particles and )} 
12 According to the preoictions of the Stenlund and Otterlund model , 
the relation connecting^l7'>with n , n, and n, is 
^^{n )> = C + C.n^ + C„n + C,n ^'^ {2.6) 
^ x' o 1 x 2 x 3 x \ ' ) 
where n represents n , n. or n. . X *^  g' b h 
The coefficients C , C^, C_ and C, are reported to have quite different values 
for n , n, and n, . The values of these coefficients have been obtained by g b h 
Stenlund and Otterlund for p-CNO. p-AgBr, 71-CNO and if-AgBr interactions. 
The variations of the mean niunber of encounters made by the 
incident hadron inside the target nucleusf<"i^>, estimatea using the predictions 
12 
of the Stenlund ana Otterlund model , with n , n, and n, for tne interactions 
' vg' b n 
due to AgBr ana CNO groups of nuclei are plotted in Fig.2.6. In Pig.2.7, 
the behaviour of the variation of •<\^{n )">, estimated on the basis of the 
g 
11 . 1 2 
model due to Anderson et al (broken curves) and Stenlund and Otterlund model 
(solid curves), with n is compared. It may be noted in the figure that for 
p-nucleus collisions, the values of ^ ^ ( n )">,estimatea on the basis of 
the model due to Stenlund and Otterlund , are slightly higner than their 
corresponding values estimated using the Anaerson model , where for y\-
nucleus collisions the values of < "^  (n )> predictea by the former model 
ft 
are founa to be comparatively smaller tnan those preaicted by the latter model. 
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x=n^»ng,nj, 
and aL for the interactions 
with CNO and AgBr nuclei caused by protons and negative pions. 
Pig.2.6 Variations of <V>with n^. , n„ and n^ 
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Var i a t i ons of <nj>and iJ(n ) with n and •< n > and D{n ) with 
tJ U o o o 
n, observed in 4OO GeV p-nucieus interactions are compared with the predic-
D 
12 tions of the Stenlund and Otterlund model in Pigs,2.8 and 2.9. It may be 
seen in tne figures that the experimental and theoretical values of < nj> 
or < n "> are quite close to each other upto n (n, j;^ 9» but for n [n ) ^ 9» 
the experimental data exhibit saturation in < n ' > - n and < n ">-n, corre-
lations. This difference in the experimentally observed and theoretically 
predicted oenaviours inaicates tha.i perhaps some new mechanisms start operating 
in the region n (n )>; 9, which has not been taken into account in the model. 
12 . 
It has been suggested that the saturation in tne <n,>-n correlation 
might be observed because the energy of the struck nucleus becomes so high 
that there is no way to dispose it off except by undergoing total destruction. 
It is expected that when sucn a process occurs then (i) relatively heavier 
fragments might be emittea during the evaporation process thus causing a 
decrease in the emission of slower particles producing black tracKs ana 
(ii) the emitted products may possess higher energies tnan the particles 
resulting from the evaporation process leading to the increase in the grey 
particle multiplicity. It may also be noted in Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 that tne 
dispersions D(n ) and C(.n J increase with n. ana n . Inciaentally, this 
g o D g , 
12 
finding agrees well with the predictions of the Stenliina and Otterlund model 
upto hg, nj^^ 9. 
In oroer to test additionally the validity of the model due to 
12 Stenlund and Otterlund , the variations of the mean multiplicity of charged 
shower particles, < n > , their dispersion,D(n ) and the ratio D(n )/<n •>, 
S S 5 S 
with <:^(^n )> and -i:^?(n, )> are plotted in Fig.2. lO(a-c). It is 
interesting to note in the figure that the experimental points obtained 
32 
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2 3 
Pig.2.10 Variations of <n > , D(n ) and C(n_)/<n > 
s s ^ s 
with <v'(n )> and <v'(n^)>. 
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for -^l^(n )> and <^{n,)^ acquire a^. jt similar shapes, thus, sugges-
ting that n or n, may be used to estimate, the mean nxunber of intranuclear 
collisiona with almost equal reliability. It has been suggested that <: n "> 
s 
and D(n ) vary with <.Ti7> as; 
^ n > = a<:'J^> + b (2.7) 
s 
B^(n ) = c<i>> + d (2.8) 
8 
The best fits to the expeirimental data of the present work are found to be 
of the following forms: 
<:n > = i2,86±0.A5)^t{n )> + (5.26+0.61) (2.9) 
s e 
D^(n ) = (11.85+0:46) ^ •i^(nJ> + (4.98+1.86) (2.10) 
S 6 
2.2.4 Characteristics of the disintegrations with and without the 
emission of hadrons in the backward hemisphere 
For examining the various feat\ires of hadron-nucleus interactions 
with and without the emission of hadrons (producing grey or shower tracks) 
in the backward hemisphere, the experimental data are divided into two 
catagories, one having no grey particles (or shower particles) having space 
angles, 9 ^ Jl/2 in the lab frame and the other having at least one grey 
(shower) particle with 9 ^ T\/2. The target size dependence of the various 
characteristics of the two types of disintegrations are investigated Dy 
analysing separately the events belonging to CNO and AgBr groups of inter-
actions. It is observed that 20.8% and 67.4% of the total disintegrations 
respectively in the case of p-CNO and p-kgBr collisions at 4OO GeV incident 
energy are accompanied by the emission of grey particles in the backward 
hemisphere. The numbers of events accompanied by the emission of shower 
particles in the backward hemisphere are 21.7% and 44.9% of the total 
disintegrations respectively for CNO and AgBr groups of interactions. 
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Pig.2,11 Multiplicity distributions of grey particles for the events: 
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ahpere in 24 and 400 GeV p-nucleus collisions. 
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Pig,2,12 Probability distributions of grey particles for the collisions 
with (solid)and without (broken histogramsJ the emission of 
(a) grey and (b) shower particles in the backward hemisphere 
at 400 GeV. 
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Table 2.5 Mean multiplicities of grey and shower particles for the events 
with and without the emission of grey(shower) particles in the 
backward hemisphere in 4^ 0 GeV p-nucleus collisions 
Type of ^ CKO AgBr 
interaction 
^ n ^ ^ n -> <ri^> <n > 
- s g s 5 
With the emission of 1.79+0-18 10.43+0.44 4 . 5 5 i 0 . 1 2 15.78+;0.25 
grey p a r t i c l e s i n the 
backward hemisphere 
Without the emission of O.65+O.O6 10.76+0.25 2.25+0.12 I4.67+O.51 
grey p ? r t i c l e s in the 
backward hemisphere 
With the emission of 0.95+0.12 12.56+0.42 4.05+0.14 I5.64+O.28 
shower p p r t i c l e s in t h e 
backward hemisphere 
Without the emission of O.89+O.O7 IO.15+O.25 5.19+0.11 14.59+0.25 
shower p a r t i c l e s in t h e 
backeard hemisphere 
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Fig,2.13 Dependence of D(n ) on <n > for the events with (full circles) 
and without (open circles) the emission of (a) grey and (b) shower 
particles in the backward hemisphere at 400 GeV. 
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The multiplicity distributions of grey particles for the events 
with and without the grey particles in the backward hemisphere produced in 
24 and 400 GeV p-nucleus interactions are shown in Fig.2.11. In Fig.2.12, 
the multiplicity distributions of the grey particles for the events with 
and without'ithe grey and shower particles in the backward hemisphere 
produced in 400 GeV p-CNO and p-AgBr collisions are plotted. It may be seen 
in Fig.2.11 that like the n -distributions for both types of interactions, 
the multiplicity distributions of the grey particles for the events with 
and without the emission of grey particles in the backward hemisphere are 
also independent of the jHrojectile energy. 
The values of <: n ">• and -^ n > obtained for the events with and 
g s 
without the grey and shower particles in the backward hemisphere for p-CNO 
and p-AgBr interactions at 400 GeV are listed in Table 2.5. Variations of 
the dispersions, D(n ) with «i n > for the events with and without grey and 
s s 
shower particles in the backward hemisphere are plotted in Fig.2.15. It is 
observed in the figure that D(n )increases linearly with <• n > for each 
s s 
type of event. The trend in the increase of D(n ) with <; n > is almost 
s s 
the same for the events with and without grey particles in tie backward 
hemisphere. However, for the events having shower particles in the backward 
hemisphere, D(n ) is observed to increase slowly with < n "> as compared to 
5 S 
those for the events without shower particles in the backward hemisphere. 
The least squares fits to the experimental data are: 
i) D(n ) = (0.335+0.024) < n •> + (1.714+0.450) (2.1l) 
for the events with grey particles in the backward hemisphere, 
ii) D(n ) = (0.357+0.019) <n ^ + (1.746+0.285) (2.12) 
s ^ s 
for the events without grey particles in the backward hemisphere, 
41 
iii) D(n ) = (0.28+0.02J ^n> + (2.27+0.35) (2.13) 
' * S 8 
for the events with shower piarticles in the backward hemisphere and 
iv) D(n ) = (0.39±0.03)<rn > + (1.27+0.50) (2.I4) 
for the events without shower particles in the backward hemisphere. 
The angular characteristics of grey particles produced in 4OO GeV 
p-nucleus interactions have been investigated in terms of r(cos 9} and 
r^ (cos 9) defined as 
1 dP" with shower particles in the 
r(oos e) = O" d Ccos 9) backward hemisphere , 
1 do- without shower partirles in \ ' J) o- in 
'^ d(^ cos 9) the backward hemisphere 
and 
1 dcr (p_jigBr) 
, „. <3- dCcos 6) -:, 1;-, 
r^(cose)= — ^ — dcr . ;— ^^'^^^ 
— di;^re)(p-cNo) 
where 9 is the space angle of the grey particles with respect to the mean 
direction of the primary in the lab frame. The variations of r(cos 9) as 
a function of cos9 are plotted for p-CNO and p-/gBr interactions in Fi^ "',2.14, 
The dependence of r.( cos©) on cosB for the interactions witn and witnout 
shower particles in the backward hemisphere are exhibited in Fig.2.15. The 
following facts may be noted inFigg,2.14 and 2.15; 
i) the values of r(cos 9), within the limits of experimental errors, remain 
constant {c= ^) throughout the distribution for p-CNO interactions, wnereap 
for p-A gBr collisions the values of r(cos 9). are observed to decrease 
slowly with increasing values of cose. These observations, therefor^, tend 
to indicate that the angular distributions of grey p-rticles are almost 
similar for the events with and without shower particles in the backward 
hemisphere in the case of p-CNO collisions. But in the case of p-AgRr 
42 
Fig.2,14 Variations of r (cos 9 ) with cos 9 in p-CNO and p-AgBr 
co l l i s ions a t 400 GeV. 
Pig.2,15 Variation of r . ( c o s 9 •) with cos 9 for the in te rac t ions : 
(a) with and (b)without ehower p a r t i c l e s in the backward 
hemisphere. 
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interactions, comparatively more particles are produced having larger angles 
in the events with shower particles in the backward hemisphere. 
iij the value of r.^ c^os 9) is observed to decrease with cos 9 for the events 
having shower particlesin the backward hemispr.ere. This observation, there-
fore, suggests that for such events the angular distribution of grey particles 
depends slightly on the mass of the target nucleus. However, the constancy 
of r (cos 9) with cos9 for the interactions without shower particles in 
the backward hemisphere leads to the conclusion that the angular distri-
bution of grey particles for the events having no shower particles in tne 
backward hemisphere is independent of the size of the struck nucleus. 
The angular characteristics of charged shower particles for the 
disintegrations with and without grey particles in the backward henisphere 
are investigated in terms of the pseudorapidity variable Y] 1,= -In tan 9/2 ), 
where 9 is the emission angle with respect to the mean direction of the 
incident beam in the lab frame. Distributions of R(^) and R (Vj), defined as 
1 dP" with grey particles in the 
p/^\ _ cr d1 backward hemisphere , s 
M' ~ 1 dcr without grey particles in ^ • ' / 
^ d''\ the backward hemisphere 
and 
«i(V = 1 d^ , — ^'-''^ 
at /100 GeV incident energy are plotted'in Figs. 2.16 and 2.17. It may be 
noted in Fig.2.l6 that R(Y|) decreases with increasing Y\ for the inter-
actions due to both CNO and AgBr groups of nuclei. It may also be noted in 
the figure-; that the values of R(V)) in the target and projectile fragmentation 
regions are >, 1 and ;^  1 rpspectively; the target and projectile fra^Tnen-
II 
6.0 
Pig.2.16 RCI) distributions for the interactions of 4OO GeV protons with 
CNO and AgBr nuclei. 
Pig.2.17 Distributions of Ri(*l) for the collisions: (a) with and (b) without 
grey particles emitted in the backward hemisphere. 
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tation regions are defined as the regions having Y)<V) andY^>.)n , where Yj 
denotes the cm. hadron-nucleon rapidity. These results, therefore, indicate 
that comparatively more particles appear in the target fragmentation region 
for the disintegrations accompanied by the emission of grey particles in the 
backward hemisphere. Variations of R<(^) with ^Y ^°^ ^^® events with and 
without grey particles in_the backward hemisphere are plotted in Fig.2.17. 
R^ (V1) in Pig.2.17 is observed to decrease with increasing value of Y| for 
both types of events. It may be mentioned that according to the predictions 
of the Multiple Scattering Model'^ *''^ , R^ (V[) = ^ ">^^AgBiA^?'-CNO ^ ^'^^' 
vhere <'^> is the mean number of encounters made by the incident hadron 
inside the struck nucleus. In the present work, the values of R-|(^ ) are 
found to be '~'2.6l and 1.32 respectively for the events with and without 
grey particles in the backward hemisphere. The observation of a relatively 
higher value of R^ (V)) for the events with grey particles in the backward 
hemisphere indicates that such events might correspond to a higher number of 
intranuclear re-scatterings as compared to those events in which no grey 
particles are observed in the backward hemisphere. 
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CHAPTER - III 
Study of mettn noxnaliced Bultlpliclty and angular characteristics 
of relatlTistic particles 
The mean normalized multiplicity, R defined as the ratio of 
the mean multiplicities in hadron-nucleus and hadron-proton interactions 
at the same incident energy, •<n>/<in >•, is regarded as one of the most 
s en 
important parameters for testing the validity of the various models to 
explain the dynamics of hadron-nucleus collisions at high energies. It 
1-4 has been suggested that for obtaining a better compatibility between 
the experimental results and theoretical predictions, the mean normalized 
multiplicity should be defined either in terms of the created charged 
particles or by considering the total number of final state particles, both 
charged and neutral. An attempt has, therefore, been made to estimate the 
mean normalized multiplicities using the above suggestions and to investigate 
the various features of the redefined parameter over a wide range of incident 
energies. These results are presented in Section 5.1. 
The study of angular characteristics of charged shower particles 
produced in high energy hadronic interactions is expected to provide an 
opportunity to obtain informations regarding the mechanisrr. of production of 
secondary particles. Many interesting features of the angular characteris-
tics of charged shower particles such as the nuclear mass effect on the 
forward to backward asymmetry, the leading particle multiplicity and its 
effect on the nuclear mass, the pseudorapidity distributions, the variations 
of the mean pseudorapidity and its dispersion with n , n^ and n , etc., 
have, therefore, been investigated by analysing the experimental data 
involving 875 and 873 disintegrations with n ^2, v/here n, denotes the number 
of particles with ^ :^  0.7, produced in 400 GeV p-nucleuE and 50 GeV jf-
nucleus collisions respectively. These results are presented in Section ^.2. 
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3.1 Mean noxiaallsed Doltipllcity 
3.1.1 Variation of mesm normalized multiplicity with incident energy 
Variation of the mean normalized multiplicity, R. with incident 
energy obtained for the interactions due to light, heavy and emulsion 
nuclei at different projectile energies are shown in Fifr.5«''« For estima-
ting the values of R ,. the values of <n > and <n > are taken from the 
5 
compilation of Khushnood et al . Theso values are listed in Table } , ^ along 
with the values of R. for the three groups of collisions in the energy 
range .~ (7-^000) GeV. It is interesting to note in Fig. 3.'' that for p-nucleus 
interactions, R. gradually increases with energy upto — 100 GoV ana there-
after it acquires almost a constant value, whereas for jf-nucleus collisions, 
this parameter is found to remain essentially constant in the energv range — 
20 GeV and above. Furthermore, the values of R. obtained in the case of 
p-nucleus collisions are observed to be significantly higher than tnose 
obtained in the case of jf-nucleus interactions. This result, therefore, 
tends to suggest that the value of this parameter denends strongly on the 
nature of the incident hadron. 
3.1.2 Determination of the mean normalized multiplicity in terms of 
created charged particles 
The mean normalized multiplicity, R., is defined by considering 
5 6 
only the created charged particles as ; 
where oC, and o(. are respectively the leading particle multiplicities in 
hadron-nucleus and hadron-proton collisions. The values oi~ ©^ are taken 
to be 0.67 and zero for p-nucleus and JI-nucleus interactions respectively, 
while the values of cLu have been reported to be O.y and I.4 respectively 
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for proton-proton and Tl-proton collisions. The calculated values of K. 
for light, heavy and emulsion nuclei at widely different incident energies 
are presented in Table ^.^, The variation of R with incident energy is 
shown in Fig.^.2. It is observed that the value of R is almost indepen-
dent of the incident energy from «—20 GeV and above. Purtheir^re, it is 
observed that the values of R. obtained for p-nucleus interactions are nearly 
equal to their corresponding values estimated for yf-nucle^is collisions for 
different targets. 
3.1.5 Mean normalized multiplicity in terras of the actual n\amber of 
final state particles 
The following expression is used for estimating the mean normalized 
multiplicity, R , by considering all the final state narticies (both chargea 
and neutral); 
1.5(<n > -o(.) +<^>+ 1 
R = 2 ^ (5.2j 
1.5(<n^^ -oCj^) + 2 
where<'J'"> is the mean number of intranuclear collisicus. Thp abovf expression 
S 7 9 is obtained on the basis of the principle of charge symme'^ry ' ' , arccrdinie-
to which the number of fl , J\" and JT mesons should be equal; 1.t!«n >-o(,.) 
may be taken as the actual number of produced particles in hfdron-proton 
collisions. On adding 2, that is,the number of initial channel particles, 
to 1.5(<n > - o^„), the mean number of the final state particles (both 
charged and neutral) would become 
Similarly, for hadron-nucleus interactions, 1.5(<n^> - O(A ) ^^ ' taken as tne 
total niimber of created particles and the mean number of final state parti-
cles may be obtained by adding" the number of the initial channel particles, 
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{<.^> + l), to it. Hence, the mean number of the final state particles 
may be calculated from: 
!l.5( <ng>- oCf^) +^^> + 1 
Eq.3.2 thus represents the mean normalized multiplicity estimated in terms 
of all the final state particles, K^. 
The values of Kj- are calculated for the interactions due to light, 
heavy and emulsion groups of nuclei; these values are given in Table ^.^. 
The variations of R^. with primary energj' for the three groups of interactions 
are shown in Fir.5«5» it may be noted that like h,, the valups of K,- also 
4 '? 
remain essentially constant beyond "^20 GeV incident energy and attain almost 
identical values.for both p-nucleus and JI-nucleus interactions. It may also 
be noted that the values of R. are quite close to the corresponding values of 
R for different target sizes. 
5.1.4 Dependence of R. and Rj. on the mean number of intranuclear 
collisions 
To examine the variations of R. and R^  with t^ .^e mean numbpr of 
4 5 
intranuclear collisions made by the incident particle insioe the tar^ -^ et nucleus, 
<1^>» the values of R, and Rj. have been determined by using Eqs.?.! and 5.2 
respectively for the interactions due to different target masses caused by 
protons and negative pions over a wide range of incident energies. P'or this 
purpose, tne values of4.T?'>and < n > are taken from refs.2 and 10. Tne 
variations of R. and B.^ with<"l9'>are plotted in Fife.5.4. It is observed tnat 
both H. and R^. vary linearly with<"i?'> and the data points for proton as well 
as J\ projectiles lie along the same straight line in the two cases. Vhe 
least squares fits to the data are found t? bo: 
R = (0./l''+0.03)<"»^ > + (0.79+0.09) (5.5) 
R = (0.47+0.05}<^> + (0.76+0.08) (5.4) 
54 
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It is quite clear from the above equations that the variations of both R. 
4 
and R^ with <1^> are almost identical. 
3.1.5 Variations of R. and R^ with effective number of encoxmters 
4 0 
To c a l c u l a t e the e f f e c t i v e number of encounters made by the primary 
p a r t i c l e i n s i d e the t a r g e t nuc l eus ,< ' ^> , the i nc iden t p a r t i r l e i s assumed to 
be made up of quarks •, thf value o f < ^ > o n the b a s i s of thp Addi t ive Quark 
Model i s c a l cu l a t ed from ; 
<^'> = , . (<V> - 1) ^ - ) / i - ' (5.5) 
i n e l / i n e l i x ' ^ i ^ • ^ ^ - ^ - T 
where n— ^,/err- ,, a r e equal to * and ^ for Di^n and proton i i r o j e c t i l e p 
respectively. 
The variations of R, and R, with<^>are shown in Fi^ T.^ .'S. The 
vp.lues of both H. and K^ are found to increase linearly with<^>a:.d the aata 
4 5 
points fall along the same straight line. The b^st fits to the experimental 
data are of the following form : 
K^ = (0.94+0.04 )<^> t- (0.39+0.08) (3.6) 
R = (0.92+0.04 X"i^ '> + (n.59+0.08) (5.'?) 
It is interesting to nore that R -<i^> and h-<^> relationEhips are 
nearly the same. 
On the basis of these finaings, it may be concluded that the mean 
normalized multiDlicities, R. and R^ are ir.deriencent of th^ nature and energy' 
of the impinging hadron and increase with increasing numDer of intranuclear 
collisions.. Incidentally, this finding is in close agreement with tne 
iaea that at a given projectile energy, tne final state multiplicity should 
be independent of the quantum numbers of the incident hadron. }"\irthermore, 
the quark picture of hadrons, interpreted in terms of the Additive v^ uark 
Kodel suggests a new kind of scaling in hadr-ui-nucleus interactions. 
Q : 
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3.2 Angular characteristics of charged shower particles 
3*2.1 Forward backward asymmetry 
The multiplicity distributions of charged shower particles in the 
forward and backward hemispheres in 50 GeV yf-nucleus and 400 GeV D-nucleus 
interactions are plotted in Fig.3.<^ ; n and n denote respectively the 
5 S 
numbers of charged shower particles having VI'^ vl » where V\ is the cm. 
hadron-nucleon rapidity. The values of f\ are estimated to be 2.56 and 
3.60 respectively at 50 and 4OO GpV -^. It is noted that n distributions 
s 
P 
are more flatter than n distributions at both the inciflent energies. The 
s 
values of the mean multiplicitie.s in the forward and backward hemispheres, 
1? "R * T? "R T? TT 
<n > and < n > , the dispersions, D(n ) and D(n ) and the ratios, D(n )/<n > 
3 S S S S S 
and D(n )/<n > obtained at different primary energies are given in Table 5«2. 
s s 
It may be noted in the table that the multiplicity distributions in the 
backwarxi hemisphere give relatively larger values of the ratio D(n )/;n > 
s s 
P P than those of D(n )/<n > for the forward hemisphere, 
s s 
In order to investigate the nuclear mass effect, the event to 
event asymmetry is calculated by taking the differences of the multiplicities 
B F ill the two hemispheres, m = n - n . The m-distributioris for different n -
s s g 
intervals at the two projectile energies are plotted in Fig.3.7; these 
distributions are plotted in different n intervals because n is regarded 
g g 
as a good measure of the mean number of intranuclear collisions ' . The 
m-distribution corresponding to n = 0 is observed to be predominantly nega-
tive. However, with increasing n it becomes flatter and positive from n = 5 
g g 
onwards. This effect may be explained in terms of : (i) multiple scattering 
of the projectile inside the target nucleus, (,ii) multiple scattering of 
the low momenta secondaries and (iii) cascading of recoiling nucleons. 
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yig»5»7 Dis t r ibut ion of asymmetry factor, m, in different n - in te rva l s 
a t 50 and 4OO GeV. ^ 
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3.2.2 Leading particle multiplicity 
The probability of finding the leading particle in the forward 
hemisphere have been reported by Irfan et al and Verraa et al to be 
much higher than that in the backward hemisphere. Thus, the leading particle 
effect is investigated in the forward hemisphere by studying the variation 
of the dispersion, D(n ), with mean multiplicity, -c n > . The variation of 
s s 
D(n^) with <n^> is plotted in Fig. 5.8 for both 50 and 400 GgV incident 
s s 
F P 
energies. The dispersion D(n ), is found to increase linearly with < n > in 
s s 
both the cases. The best fits to the data for 400 GeV p-nucleus and 50 GeV 
7^-nucleus collisions are of the following forms;-
For 400 GeV 
D(n^) = (0.64+0.03)<n^> - (0.15+0.19) (3.8) 
s . s 
For 50 GeV 
D(n^) = (0.51+0.05)<n-^> - (0.26+0.21) (5.9) 
2 
The values of OC /D.F. are 2.85 and 3.99 respectively for 4OO and 50 GeV 
P incident energies. The values of the intercepts on -^  n > axis, oC . obtained 
s 
in the present study, give the minimum value of oC equal to zero at both the 
incident energies; o( is referred to as the leading particle multiplicity. 
This result is in fine agreement with those reported by Verma et al 
The-effect of nuclear mass on the leading particle multiplicity has 
also been examined. For this purpose, the variations of the mean multiplicity, 
<n > ( > ^ , n ) with n are plotted in Fig.3.9(a-d). Fig. 3.9(a,b} corresponds 
" D O 
to y\^>^, whereas Fig.5.9(.c,d) is for n > 4. The following linear relation-
ships between <n > (> Yl, n ) and n are obtained for 50 GeV y\-nucleus 
s I- g g 
(Eqs.5.10, 3.12J and 4OO GeV p-nucleus interactions (,Eqs. 5.11, 3.15): 
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s 
shower particles in the forward hemisphere in 50 and 400 GeV hadron-
nucleus collisions. 
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For Vj^  > 1 
<:n > ( > Vl , n ) » (0.22+0.08)n + (4 .22+0.45) (3 .10} 
3 V. g g 
< n > ( > i n , n j = ( O . 4 I + O . O 9 V + (9 .15±0.b2) (5 .11) 
For VJ > 4 
< n > ( > V 1 , n ) = - (0 .02+0 .02)n + (0 .36+0.09) (3 .12) 
3 L S S 
^in > ( > Y ] , n^) = - (0 .02+0.01 )n + (0 .91+0.03) (5 .15) 
2 
The values of y^/B.F. for tnese fits are found to be 2.03, 0.55, 
2.29 and 1,62 respectively. It mai' be noted in Fie,. 3.9 that in the region of 
high ^ , <n > decreases with increasing n , wnereas in the region corres-
V S g 
ponding to low values of pseudorapidity, a rapid increase in <n > with 
increasing n is observed. The rise in the shower particle multiplicity in 
the backward hemi'sphere might be attributed to a larger number of hadron-
nucleon collisions occurring inside the nucleus. 
3,2.3 Dependence of pseudorapidity distribution on n 
To examine the dependence of pseudorapidity distribution on the 
target size, the data at the two incident energies have been divided into 
different n intervals, i.e., n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4-5t 6-8 and ^  9. The iq -
distributions of charged shower particles produced in 50 GeV i\-nucleus and 
400 GeV p-nucleus interactions for different n groups are snown in i''ig.5.10. 
O 
It may be seen in the figure that the maxima of the distributions shift towards 
smaller values of V] as n increases, i.e., tne excess of the particles pro-
duced due to the increase in the target size, appear at lower values of 
rapidity and the projectile fragmentation region remains almost unchang^a. 
It has been reported that V]-distribution for 200 GeV it-nucleus interactions 
possesses a bimodal structure. But in the present study, bimodal structures 
in the Y|-spectra in -jf-nucleus collisions at 50 GeV have not been observed. 
18 — 
A similar trend in tl-distribution was also reported earlier in f\-nucleus 
collisions at 50 GeV. 
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3.2.4 Dependence of dVj and r(Y|) distributions on target size 
The parameters, dVj and r(V|) are defined as 
The distributions of dY\ and r(V|) obtained for different n 
groups at the two incident energies are shown in Figs.5*'''! and 5.12. It 
may be noted in Fig.3.11 that the centre of the Afi -distribution shifts 
towards smaller values of tl with increasing r._. This obs'^rvation, thus, 
19 
contradicts the predictions of the energy flux cascade model , according 
to which, the centre of the distribution should be independent of the target 
size. The observed dependence of 0 and dO -distributions on n confirms 
the validity of the assumption that there is a strong positive correlation 
between the number of recoiling protons and the number of intranuclear 
collisions. Furthermore, the values of dV) are fcund to be negative 
in the region having larger Y) values, 'iliis observation discards tne idea 
of complete passivity of the incident hadron from the target nucleus after 
20 the first collision . It may be seen in Fig. 3.12 that r(rj) varies with n 
in such a way that larger the V\ , smaller will be the vaiue of r(T|). A 
similar behaviour of the variation of r(Tl) with Yj has been reported 
earlier in 50 GeV TT-nucleus interactions 
3.2.5 Variations of mean pseudorapidity and dispersion with n, , n and n 
The variations of the mean pseudorapidity values,<in> with n^, 
n and n are plotted in Fig. 3.15. It is observed tnat the values of<in> 
decrease monotonically with increasing n, , n and n . Furthermore, in 
"^  ^ h g s 
Fig.5»14 it may be seen that <*|> varies linearly with Inn and Inn . 
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This result, therefore, reveals that n and n, may be vised as a reasonable 
measure of the number of hadron-nucleon collisions occurring inside the 
struck nucleus because on kinematical considerations it can be shown that 
13 
<:*^ > should vary as /^In*))- . 
'•i^e dispersion of the rapidity distribution, D(YI), does not exhibit 
any appreciable change -with increasing n, , n and n except in the region of 
small values of n and n, , where probably a larger part of the cross section 
is governed by the peripheral collisions with one intranuclear nucleon. This 
fact is nicely reflected in Fig.3.15. The result, therefore, contradicts 
13 21—23 
all the tube type approaches , where D(^) is envisaged to vary as a 
function of InV''. These findings are in fine agreement with the predictions 
of the diffractive excitation and the energy flux cascade models ' 
because these models predicts that I3(t^ ) shoula be independent of the number 
of encounters made by the primary particle inside the struck nucleus. 
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Chaxsetttxistloa of olustsra produced in hadxanlo eollisloBa 
at h l ^ anarsiaa 
Production of secondary particles through the decay of clusters 
may be satisfactorily explained interms of the predictions of various 
multiperipheral models. . The multiperipheral cluster model ~ , based on 
the Bethe-Salpeter equations* provides a unified description of elastic 
and inelastic interactions. Various salient features of hadronic inter-
4-6 
actions have been observed to be in fine agreement with tne preaictions 
of the multiperipheral cluster model m the energy range <^ (.40-400) GeV. 
7 
Recently, Jones and Snider have developed a model using the maximum 
rapidity gap distributions to explain the diffractive and non-diffractive 
dissociation contributions. By comparing the experimentally observed 
maxiffl\im rapidity gap distributions with the predictions of this model, some 
useful informations regarding the diffractive and non-diffractive disso-
ciations occurring in these interactions may be obtained. Recently, Snider 
Q 
and Quigg, Pirila and Thomas (QPT) have carried out theoretical analyses in 
the frame work of the multiperipheral models to explain the particle 
production via the formation of clusters. Although, both the models 
reproduce quite well the experimental rapidity gap distributions, yet the 
predictions of the two models differ in the following respects; 
i) According to the Snider's model , which is nothing but the two channel 
generalization of the Chew-Pignotti model , tne rapidity gap distributions 
should have the following form; 
dn/dr » A exp(-Br) + C exp(-Dr) (4.1) 
whilst the QPT model predicts the rapidity gap distributions to be repre-
sented by a single exponential function (for larger values of r.), where 
77 
r^ denotes thezapidlty difference between the two adjacent particles. 
In Eq.4.1, A, B, C and D are constants. 
Q 
ii) According to Snider*s model , a small (large) gap should be repeated 
after a soall (large) gap, whereas in QPT model" an alternate distribution 
of the two types of gaps is visualized to occur, suggesting the presence of 
only two charged particles in a cluster. The Snider's model , however, 
predicts that there adght be more than two charged particles originating from 
a single cluster. 
In the present study the cluster characteristics of charged 
secondaries produced in 4OO GeV p-nucleon interactions have been examined 
by analysing the experimental data in terms of the predictions of the various 
Bultiperipheral models. These results are discussed in Section 4.2. Further-
more, for investigating the dependence of the various cluster characteristics 
of char^ esd shower particles on the number of encounters made by the incident 
hadron inside the struck nucleus, ^  , and the energy and identity of the 
incident hadron, experimental data on 50 GeV ]^-nucleus and 400 GeV p-nucleus 
interactions are also analysed. These results are discussed in Section 4.5. 
4*1 Experimental details 
A sample of I63 p-nucleon like interactions with multiplicities, 
n , >. 4 have been selected from a random sample of 108? disintegrations with 
ch ^ ^ ^  
n, ;^  0, \riiere n. represents the number of particles having jb ^  O.7, caused 
by 400 GeV protons in emulsion. A p-nucleon like interaction is chosen by 
11 12 
applying the following criteria ' ; 
i. the event should have no black track, 
ii. there should be no grey track or at the most only one grey track 
lying in the forward direction, 
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iii, the event should have no Auger electron or recoil nucleus 
associated with it. 
The analysis of the experimental data involving 875 and 875 events 
with n^ :^  2, produced in 50 GeV 7^-nucleus and 4OO GeV p-nucleus interactions 
respectively has been carried out. The experimental details have already 
been presented in Chapter II. 
4.2 Characteristica of cluBters of charged secondaries produced 
in hadron-nucleon collisions 
The characteristics of clusters produced in 4OO GeV p-nucleon 
interactions have been investigated in terms of the pseudorapidity, H , 
defined as ^ = -In tan 6/2, where 9 is the emission angle with respect to 
the mean direction of the incident beam in the lab fraime. It may be noted 
that to determine the rapidity gap lengths, the charged shower particles 
produced in each event are arranged in order of decreasing rapidity values. 
4.2.1 Multiplicity distributions 
Multiplicity distribution of charged particles produced in 4OO GeV 
p-nucleon interactions is shown in Fig.4.1. The points marked 'X' in the 
figure correspond to the predictions of the multiperipheral cluster model; 
these values are taken from ref.6. The values of the mean multiplicity, 
<n ,> and dispersion, D l = (<"ch^ ~ "^ "^ch'^  ^ 1 ^^^ found to be 10.88+^  
0.27 and 5.81+0.32 respectively. The values of these parameters, estimated 
on the basis of the predictions of the multiperipheral cluster model, are 
reported to be 10.2 amd 4.96 respectively. It is interesting to note in 
Fig.4.1 that the multiplicity distribution observed in the present study 
is in fine accord with the predictions of this model. 
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Pig,4.1 Multiplicity distributions of charged particles in 
400 GeV p-nucleon collisions. The values shown by 
symbol 'X' represent the predictions of the multi-
peripheral cluster model. 
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4.2.2 ?arl*tlona of <<*^»«nd <l»(tl)> with multiplicity 
The mean values of pseudorapidity,<Y^>^l'^^|^-\ and dispersion, 
D(*)) |=(<^^>-<i^>jrjhave been calculated for each event. The variatj 
of <-iVl» and <D(*|)> for the entire data with n are plotted in Pig.4.2. 
.ions 
Similar trends in the variations of the two parameters with n at the same 
incident energy were observed earlier also . It may be noted that accor-
ding to the predictions of the multiperipheral cluster model ~ ,«V^i»> should 
be independent of the multiplicity. The experimental results, however, show 
some discrepancies in the region of low multiplicities, which might be due 
to over estimation of the diffractive contributions, because the cluster 
contribution in this region is envisaged to be rather quite small . 
4.2.5 Leading particle effect 
For examining the effect of the leading particle on multiplicity, 
the dispersion, D'('']) is calculated for each event. For this purpose, the 
particle having the maxiraiun rapidity in each event is excluded for evaluating 
the dispersion without the leading particle. The distributions of the 
dispersions with and without the leading particles, J)i^) ana Jj' (M) are 
plotted for three groups of n , namely, (i) 4 ^  "ch^ ®' ^^^^ ^^ ^ "ch^ 
14 and Uii) n :> I6 in Pig.4.5. In Pig.4.3. i't is seen that the excess 
of the events appear in the region of lower values of disp-^ rsion in the 
case of D'(»]) plot. This effect is, however, more pronounced for the events 
belonging to the lowest multiplicity interval, namely, 4 ^ n < 8. This 
result, therefore, reveals that the leading particle effect is stronger 
for the events having low multiplicities. Baiatar et al have also observed 
a similar effect of the leading particle on multiplicity for 40 GeV ff-p 
interactions. 
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Fig.4.2 Dependence of «,«» and <D(n)> on multiplicity. 
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different multiplicity intervals. 
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4.2.4 Mlniaum rapidity gap distribution 
Interesting infomations regarding particle production through 
cl.vuster decays may be obtained by investigating the behaviotir of the dis-
tribution of the fflininum rapidity gaps between two consecutive particles, 
A . . The minimum rapidity gap distribution for the events with 6^n ,^ 
10 produced in 400 GeV p-nucleon interactions is plotted in Fig.4.4. The 
curve in the figure corresponds to the predictions' of the multiperipheral 
cluster model; the A . values are taken from ref.6. A sharp peak at the 
m m 
lowest value of A • is observed in the fig-are. The experimental distri-
bution is, however, observed to decrease faster than that expected from the 
theoretical predictions. Furthermore, o^90% of the total events, having 
multiplicities in the interval 6 $ n , ^  10, are observed to have A • i^ 
0,1 which is the most probable rapidity space between the two charged parti-
cles decaying, from the same cluster ' . These observations, therefore, 
tend to suggest that '^ 90^ 0 of the events having multiplicities 6 <. n ^ 
10 possess at least one cluster. 
4.2.5 Maximum rapidity gap distribution 
Informations regarding the diffractive and non-diffractive 
dissociations may be obtained by studying the distributions of the maximuni 
max 
rapidity gaps between two adjacent particles in the rapidity space, A 
7 
According to Jones and Snider , the diffractive and non-diffractive disso-
ciations may be explained quite well in terms of the Pomeron and Reggeon 
exchanges respectively. It has been reported that the region corresponding 
to A ^ 4.5 is dominated by the diffractive contributions, whereas the 
non-diffractive dissociations are envisaged to occur in the region having 
relatively lower values of A , The overlapping of the two types of 
dissociations is, however, expected in either portion of the A distri-
' ' ^ ^ max 
bution and the model fails to separate them. 
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" mm 
Fig.4*4 Distribution of the miniraum rapidity differences between the two 
consecutive charged particles for the events with 6^n ,4 '^^• 
The curve corresponds to the predictions of the multiperipheral 
cluster model. 
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The maximiun rapidity gap distribution obtained for 400 GeV p-
nucleon collisions is shown in Fig.4.5. 'i'he solid curve in the figure 
7 
corresponds to the predictions of the model due to Jones and Snider , while 
the two curves shown by the broken lines give the contributions of the 
diffractive and non-diffractive dissociations. The maximum of the experi-
mental distribution is observed to lie at relatively lower value of A 
max 
as compared to the theoretical prediction. This discrepancy might be due 
to the correlations amongst the secondary particles. The shifting- of the 
peak in the experimental A distribution has also been renortea in the 
max 
case of p-nucleuE interactions at the same incident energy. According to the 
7 
model due to Jones and Snider , a major contribution to the A distribution 
max 
comes froTTi the non-dif fractive dissociations. The experimental results also 
reveal tjaat the major portion of the A distribution is confined in the 
region having A ^ 4.5« As far the diffractive contribution is concerned, 
the model predicts that its peak should lie around A ^ 4.5. But tne 
^ ^ max "^  
experimental results snow that the number of events in this region is much 
smaller than that expected from the model preaictions. This difference T.ight 
be attributed to poor statistics. 
4.2.6 Rapidity gap correlations 
Particle production through the decay of clt;sterr: may also re 
studied in terms of the rapidity gap length distributions. For '..'.iB purpose, 
the charged particles having the maximum and minimum rapidities in eacn event 
are not considered as these are expected to be the contributions from the 
diffractive dissociations . 
Uistribu-,ion of the rapidity difference between two neignbouring 
particles, r., observed in 4^0 GeV p-nucleon collisions is siiown in Fig.4.b. 
The presence o*' a clear peak at relatively smaller value o^ r. clearly 
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Fig.4.5 A 
max 
r 
2 0 4.0 6.0 
A m a x 
-distribution in 400 GeV p-nucleon collisions. The solid 
curve corresponds to the predictions of the Jones and Snider 
model, while the broken curves show the contributions of the 
diffractive and non-diffractive dissociations. 
8? 
Pig.4.6 Distributions of rapidity gaps between the two adjacent charged 
p?rticles in 400 GeV p-nucleon collisions. The solid curve is 
obtained using Eq,4«1» whereas the two broken lines correspond 
to the individual contributions of the two terms of Eq.4.1. 
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indicates the existence of a strong two-particle correlation. It may be 
mentioned that the solid curve in the figure corresponds to Eq.4.1. The 
fit to the experimental data is obtained with the help of the CERN standard 
2 
programme MINUIT and the errors as given in MINOS. The value of 'X /D.F. is 
obtained to be 1.23. The two broken curves in the figure show the indepen-
dent contributions of the two exponential terms of Eq.4.1. It is seen in the 
figure that a major contribution to the correlation comes from tfie first term 
of iai.4.1, referred to as the short range correlation, while the contri-
bution of the second term) the so called long range correlaticr., appears to 
be rather quite small. The values of the coefficients, A, i, C ana D, 
occurring in Eq.4.1, are found to be 4.84+0.03, 5.50+0.02, 0.150+O.OO4 and 
1.00+^ 0.01 respectively. The valise of the parameter £ envisaged lo be a 
measure of the strength of the correlation, is somewhat higher than its 
predicted value -«'3.1. The value of the coefficient 1), however, agrees 
fairly well with its predicted value --^ O.'^ . 
11 15 
It is commonly believed ' that the pions proriuced as a result 
of tne decay of a single cluster should lie closer to eacn otner in tne 
rapidity space. The Snider's model predicts that tne most probable rapidity 
separation between two adjacent charged particles which result from tne sanie 
cluster, r., should be ^ 0.1. This is usually referred to as tne short gap. 
Thus, if a cluster decays into three charged pions, two co:.seci;tive short 
gaps are expected to occur in the rapidity space. For testing the validity 
of this idea, the distribution of the rapidity gaps, r. occurring next 
to the small gaps (r. ^  0,1) is plotted in Pig.4.7. The existence of a 
sharp peak in the region of relatively lower values of r. indicates that 
the probability of finding a short gap next to a short gap is much higher 
than the probability of occurrence of a long gap— 0.8^ r^. ^ 1 . 0 — after 
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i * 1 
Pig,4,7 Distribution of gaps next to the small gaps (solid histogram) 
and next to the large gaps (broken histogram). 
a short gap. The long gaps are regarded as the separation of two charged 
particles steaming from two different clusters ' . The ratio of the numbers 
of the short gaps occurring next to the short gaps and the large g&ps occurr-
ing next to the short gaps is found to be •—10. The distribution of the 
rapidity gaps next to short gaps may also be reproduced by Bq.4.3. The best 
fit to the experimental data is obtained to be of the form: • 
dn/dr^ ^ = (4.82+0.76) exp(-5.5P+0.85) r^ ^  
+ (0.150+0.007) exp(-1.00+0.32;r. (4.2) 
2 
with <^ /D.F. = 0.54. It is interesting to note that for both r. and r. . 
distributions, the values of the coefficients, A, B, C and D are almost 
identical. The first term in Eq.4.2 represents the contribution from the 
short-short correlation, while the second term gives the contribution from the 
short-long correlation. 
To study the effect of the long-short and tne long-long correlations, 
the distribution of the gaps occurring next to the long gaps is plotted in 
Pig.4.7 by broken lines. It is interesting to note in tae figure that for 
Ip.Tte values of r. , the distribution of the gaps next to the long gaps is 
larger as compared to distribution of the gaps next to the short gaps, whilst 
in the region corresponding to relatively lower values of r. ,a deplition 
is observed in the distribution of gaps next to lon^ - gaps as compared to the 
distribution of the gaps next to the short gaps. Furthermore, it is observed 
that the probability of finding a short gap occurring next to the lon^ gaps 
is about five times more than the probability of finding the long gaps next 
to the long gaps. These observations, therefore,reveal that the short-short 
correlations dominate over the long-short correlations by a factor of /—'2. 
On the other hand, the long-long correlations dominate over the short-long 
correlations. Similar effects of short(long)-short(longJ correlations nave 
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1 1 
also been observed by Singh et al in the case of fjf-nucleus interactions. 
The findings of the present work, therefore, suggest that there might be 
several clusters present in an event and each cluster on an average ahoutd decay 
into a minimvun of three charged pions. 
4.3 Cluster characteristics of charged shower particles produced 
in hadron-nucleuA interactions 
An attempt has been made to investigate the dependence of various 
characteristics of clusters produced in hadron-nuclei^s collisions on "^ and 
the energy and identity of the primary particle. For this purpose, the 
experimental data on 400 GpV p-nucleus and 50 GeV H-nucleus interactions 
have been divided into various n groups, e.g., n = 0, 1, 2-3, 4-5i 6-8 and 
^9» The data have been divided in different n groups because of the fact 
that )) can not be measured experimentally and, on the other hand, the 
number of grey particles is regarded as a reasonable measure of the number 
of collisions made by the projectile inside the struck nucleus. 
4.3.1 Minimum rapidity gap distributions 
The minimum rapidity gap, A . -distributions for different n 
intervals at 50 and 400 GeV are plotted in Fig.4.8. Sharp peaks at the 
lowest A values ( '"^0.01) are observed for all the n groups at both 
m m g 
the incident energies and the distributions are observea to fall rapialy 
with increasing values of A . . It is interesting to note that about 90% 
of the total events in each n group at both the energies lie in the ^ . ^ 
g min 
0.1 region. This result reveals the presence of at least one cluster in 
90% of the total events; according to the Snider's model, the rapidity 
difference between two consecutive particles, which are the decay products 
of a single cluster is ;^ 0.1. 
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A*3»2 Shower width distribution 
The distribution of the shower widths, R, defined as R = (VI -V\ ), 
where IH^  and V] are the maxiraian and minimum \.pseudorapidities respectively 
in each event, obtained in p-nucleus and p-nucleon interactions at 400 GeV 
are shown in Fig,4.9« Clear peaks in the central regions of R-diatributions 
are observed in both p-nucleon and p-nucleus collisions. It is also seen 
in the figure that the space occupied by the charged shower particles in the 
case of p-nucleus interactions is comparatively larger than those occupied 
by the charged secondaries produced in p-nucleon collisions. The shower 
width distributions for various n groups at 50 and 400 GeV are plotted in 
Fig.4.10. It may be noted in the figure that the R-distribution depends on 
the incident energy in such a way that their peaks shift to some higher values 
of R with increasing incident energy. The shifting of the peaks of R-dis-
^"Njutions towards larger values of R with increasing energy is expected as 
nimber of produced particles increases in the projectile fragmentation 
region with increasing projectile energy. 
4.3«3 Rapidity gap correlations 
The distributions of the rapidity gaps between two adjacent 
charged shower particles, r., observed for the above n groucs at both the 
1 g 
incident energies are plotted in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12. The presence of 
distinct peaks at relatively smaller values of r. indicates the existence 
of a strong two-particle correlation. It may be mentioned that the solid 
curves in the figiires obtained by using Eq.4.1» are due'to the predictions 
Q 
of the Snider's model . The contributions of the short and long range 
correlations are shown by the broken lines in each liistribution. The values 
of the coefficients. A, B, C and D, occurring in Eq.4.1| have been obtained 
for each n interval at the two incident energies; the values of these 
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Fig .4 .11 Two-
GeV 
1 2 0 1 
Rapidity difference 
par t i c l e rapid i ty gap d i s t r ibu t ions for diff nt groups of r.g in 50 
Tl'-nucleus co l l i s ions . The curves are due ' Eq.4.1 , 
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Pig.4.12 Distributions of rapidity differences between two neighbouring 
cnarged shower particles in 400 GeV p-nucleus interactions. 
The curves are obtained using Eq.4.1. 
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coeffielwJts are given In Table 4.1. It ie Been in Fig«.4.11 and 4.12 that 
the r^-distributiona exhibit alnost eiailar trends in all the n -groups at 
30 and 400 GeV. It may also be seen in the figures that these distributions 
are nicely reproduced by Eq.4.1. Furthermore, it may be seen that almost 
identical values of the coefficients A, B, C and D are obtained for the fits 
corresponding to the distributions obtained for various n -groups. These 
results, therefore, reveal that the two-particle correlations are independent 
of the incident energy as well as the number of encounters made by the 
primary particle inside the target nucleus. It may be noted that the value 
of B, which is a measure of the strength of the correlation, is slightly 
Q 
higher than its predicted value /^3.1. The value of the coefficient D 
agrees fairly well with its predicted value ^^ 1^ 0.9. 
To investigate the dependence of the short(long)-short(long) 
correlations on the number of intranuclear collisions, ^  , the distributions 
of the gaps occurring next to the small gaps (r. •^ O.I) in different n -bins 
at the two incident energies are plotted in Figs.4.13 and 4.14. It is 
observed in the figures that all the distributions are almost of the same 
nature and the peaks of the distributions lie at relatively smaller values 
of r. ., This indicates the existence of the short-short correlations of 
equal strengths irrespective of the number of intranuclear collisions and 
the incident energy. The existence of the number of the snort gaps next to 
the short gaps is found to be '—10*times more than that of the long gaps 
next to the short gaps in each case. 
The distributions of the gaps next to the long gaps are also 
plotted in Figs. 4.13 and 4-14 by broken lines. It is seen in the figures 
that the distributions of the long gaps are comparatively larger than the 
distributions of the short gaps in the region of larger •»' ues of r. ., 
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Table 4.1 Values of the coefficients occurring in Eq,4''i for hadron-hadron 
and hadron-nucleus interactions at different energies 
Type of Energy 
interaction (GeV) h -interval 
g 
B D H^/H.F. 
7T-nucleus 50 
p-nucleus 400 
0 
1 
2-3 
4-5 
6-8 
9 
0 
1 
2-5 
4-5 
6-8 
9 
5.00 
5.50 
5.45 
5.40 
5.29 
5.60 
5.90 
4.25 
4.20 
4.50 
4.15 
4.00 
4.50 
4.60 
4.55 
4.52 
4.57 
4.50 
4.80 
4.79 
4.81 
4.80 
4.82 
4.85 
0.20 
0.15 
0.19 
0.15 
0.10 
0.12 
0.09 
0.08 
0.07 
0.05 
0.09 
0.06 
0.70 
0.71 
0.80 
0.77 
0.72 
0.75 
0.90 
0.87 
0.89 
0,91 
0.85 
0.90 
1.01 
1.62 
2.96 
1.94 
1.65 
0.77 
2.25 
2.65 
2.57 
2.24 
0.67 
0.86 
p-nucleon 400 
nucleon-nucleon* 1000 
4.80 5.50 0.15 1.00 
4.20 5.10 0.50 1.00 
1.25 
* from ref.17 
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Fig.4*14 Distributions of rapidity gaps occurring next to the small gaps 
(solid histograms) and next to the large gaps (broken histograms) 
in 400 GeV p-nucleus collisions. 
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while at smaller values of r. ^, the distributions of the short gaps are 
observed to be larger in comparison to the distributions of long gaps. 
The ratio of the numbers of short gaps occurring next to the long gaps and 
the long gaps occurring next to the long gaps is fotod to be <-w5. These 
findings, therefore, lead to the conclusion that (i) the short-short corre-
lations dominate over the long-short correlations by a factor of 4—• 2, 
(ii) the numbers of charged particles in a cluster is more than two and 
(iii) there might be several clusters associated with an event. Incidentally, 
these results are in excellent a^eement with those obtained for hadron-
nucleon interactions at the same incident energy. On the basis of these 
findings, it may be concluded that-tiie mechanisms of the multiparticle produc-
tion in hadron-nucleon and hadron-nuclers interactions are almost similar. 
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Cluster size in hadron-nucleon and hadron-nucleus interactions 
Analysis of the experimental data on high energy hadronic collisions 
presented in Chapter IV, provides strong evidence for the production of 
secondary particles through the decay of clusters in both hadron-hadron and 
hadron-nucleus interactions . The results also reveal that there might 
exist several clusters in an event and more than two charged particles may 
be emitted from a single cluster . These results, however, do not provide 
information regarding the exact size of the clusters. Recently, Shivpuri 
and Gupta have proposed an analytical approach for determining the sizes 
and hence masses of the clusters. By examining n-particle correlations, 
it has been shown that clusters cf different sizes are produced in nucleon-
nueleon interactions at cosmic ray energies '•^ l TeV. The stuay of this 
problem at accelerator energies is expected to provide some definite infor-
mations regarding the size of the clusters because accelerators coula provide 
beams of desired particles with controlled energy and hence the rapiaities 
of the secondary particles may be determined accurately. An attempt has, 
therefore, been made to examine the size of clusters in both hadron-nucleon 
and hadron-nucleus interactions at 50 and 400 GeV incident eiiergies. The 
dependence of cluster size on tne number of intranuclear collisions, "^ , 
has also been investigated. 
5.1 Method of analysis 
All the charged particles in an event are arranged in the- decref-.-
sing order of their rapidity values. The particles having the maximum and 
minimum rapidities in each event are not taken into account because they 
are regarded as the leadin? and target parti^lps." . 
10S 
For exanining two-particle correlations, rapidity differences 
between the adjacent particles are determined. Next, for studying three-
particle correlations, rapidity differences between the first and tne third, 
the second and the fourth particles, etc., are considered. Three-r.<irtici e 
5 4 
correlations are believed to exist as it ha? been sut^estpd f'?, t if a 
bunch of three consecu-tive particles results from a single cluster then the 
rapidity difference between any two of the three particles shou'.d Df- small. 
Similarly, n-particle correlations are searched for by histoprammir.r -ne 
rapidity differences between nth nearest neighbours. 1+ har -'i ^  - ~:^"'^n 
reported that the rapidity gap aistri b-itions m hi(>n enpr^~ •—.-.r-n:--
interactions may be Represented quite well Cy the two channel generalization" 
of the Ghew-Pignotti model of th--^  form: 
dn/dr = A exp(-Br) + G exp(,-Dr'> {'^•'' 
wnere A,B,C and D a r e cons tan t s ana dn/d*" i s r e f e r r e a to P.S t'^ .e c 'u^t '^r 
dpnsi t y . 
5.2 Cluster s i z e in hadron-nucleon in teract ions 
Tne prpsent a n a l y s i s i s nasea on 16^ D-N l i k e in* r^rac* ^-r.s w^:c•^ 
havp been se lec ted from a random sample of lOB"^  d i s i n t e g r a t i o r " '^^us'-n r,, 
400 GpV protons in nuc lea r emulsion. The s e l e c t i o n c r i t e r '• i-^ se':: ' ' , r 
s e l e c t i n g p-nucleon l i k e i n t e r a c t i o n ? navp a l r^sdy heen disc^Fseu :,-. 
Ch=iT)tpr IV. 
Three - , four- and f i v e - p a r t i c l e r a p i d i t y d i f f e r e n c e a i p t r i Ciu • .-i 5 
of charged p a r t i c l e s produced in 4OU GeV p-nucleon c o l l i s i o n ; , ar^' v o ' t tci 
in FigF. ' j . l - ^ . J . Two-par t i c le r a p i d i t y gap d i s t r i b u t i o n has been p lo t ted 
in Fi£; .4 .6 . The so l id curves in t i e s e f i gu re s are p l o t t e d using r l : . ' 5 . l , 
whereas the broken l i n e s in each f igu re r e p r e s e n t tne indiv idunl ^ o n t r : -
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Rapidity gap 
Fig.5.1 Kapidi-.> gap distribution between the two a l t e r n a t e charged par t i c les 
producea in p-nucleon interactions. The curves are obtained using 
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I 2 
Rapidity gap 
Fig.5.2 Distribution of rapidity gaps between first and fourth chargea particles 
in 400 GeV p-nucleon collisions. 
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R t p i d i t y g«p 
Fig.5»3 Rapidity gap d i s t r ibu t ion between f i r s t and f i f th chsir^ea 
pa r t i c l e s in p-nucleon co l l i s ions a t 400 GeV. 
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butions of the two exponential terms of Eq.^.^. The values of the coeffi-
cients, A, B, C and D, occurring in Bq. 5«1 have been obtained by using 
the CEHN standard programme MINUIT and the errors as given in MINOS. The 
2 
values of these coefficients and the values of -^ /D.F., obtained for two-, 
three-, four- and five-particle correlations are ^iven in Table 5.'. It is 
interesting to note that there exist clear sharp peaks at relatively lower 
values of rapidity gaps in the three- and four-particle rapidity gap distri-
butions revealing the existence of three- and four-particle correiations. 
It may, however, be noted in Fi^ '.'j.J tnat tnere is no snarp r^ ak in tne case jf 
five-partic;c rapidity gap distribution.lt ra} r. - '^  - '-- 'r ?•'£ ..'.• .'^.^ -.-.i 
5.2 that the broken lines representing the contributions of the short-range 
correlations almost coincide with the solid curves in the CI.SP CS TWO-, 
three- and four-particle rapidity gap distributions. But in tne case of 
five-particle rapidity gap distribution plotted in Fig;.5.5, the da?r.ed line 
corresponding to the short-range correlation is significantly far away from 
the solid curve. These results, therefore, tena to surest that in the case 
of two-, three- and four-particle correlations, tne sh-rt-rang':- correlations 
play a predominant role but in the case of five-particle rapiaity gap distri-
bution its contribution seems to be quite small. Furthermore, the value of 
the coefficient B, occurring in Eq.5.1, which is a measure of the strength 
of the correlation, is found to decrease with increasing number of the 
correlated particles. The value of the parameter D, however, remains nearly 
the same for all types of correlations. It is wortnmentioning that these 
firidings are in nice accord witn those reported earlier * ' . On the basis 
of these findings, it may be concluded that two-, three- and four-particle 
correlations exist.while five-particle correlation seems to be absent in 
400 GeV p-nucleon collisions. 
I l l 
Table 5.1 Values of the various parameters occurring in Eq.^.l for p-nucleon 
collisions at different energies. 
Type of 
interaction 
p-nucleon 
p-nucleon* 
Energy 
(GeV) 
400 
1000 
Nature of the 
Correlation 
Two-particle 
Three-particle 
Four-particle 
Five-particle 
Two-particle 
Three-particle 
Four-paxticle 
A 
4.80+ 
0.79 
2.50+ 
0.65 
2.30+ 
0.78 
1.25+ 
0.42 
4.20 
2.60 
1.90 
B 
5.50+ 
0.81 
5.00+ 
0.S1 
2.75+ 
0.26 
1.75+ 
0.08 
5.10 
2.80 
1.90 
C 
0.150+ 
0.002 
0.11 + 
0.30+ 
0.09 
0.40+ 
0.07 
0.30 
0.20 
0.20 
D 
1.000+ 
0.006 
0.85+ 
0.14 
1.05+ 
0.17 
1.05+ 
0.02 
1.00 
0.80 
0.80 
2L 
D.F. 
1.25 
0.09 
0.19 
0.27 
* Values have been taken from ref.5. 
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For investigating the behaviour of the uncorrelated production, five-
I)article rapidity gap distribution has been compared with the Wigner 
distribution of the form ; 
P(r) = ^ r exp(- ^  r^) (5.2) 
where P(r) is the probability of findii^ K the number of taps having rapidity 
difference r. The distribution described by Eq.5«2 is one of the nearest 
neighbour of the Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble (^ GOE) like distributions. It 
is seen in Fig.5.4 that the curve corresponding to the Wagner distribution 
reproduces the five-particle rapidity gap distribution quite well; the value 
2 
of %/D.P. is found to be 1.48. 
In order to examine the boundary effect in the rapiaity ^ap distri-
butions, the leading and target particles, the particles having the maxiraum 
and minimum rapidity values in each event, are also considered. Tne five-
particle rapidity gap distribution, obtained on including the leaaing ana 
the target particles, is plotted in Fig.5.5> The curve in the figure 
corresponds to the Wigner distribution obtained using '£f\.^.2. It is interes-
ting to note in the figure that the solid curve is in marked disagreement 
with the experimental distribution. This discrepancy in the experimental 
and theoretical distributions might be attributed to the facx that the 
particles having the maximum and minimum rapidities in each event are produced 
due to the diffractive dissociations . Tnus, it is clear that the wigner 
distribution reproduces the uncorrelated production when only the non-
diffraftive component of the cross section is taken into account. 
5.5 Cluster size in hadron-nucleus interactions 
To study the characteristics of clusters produced in hadron-
nucleus interactions, experimental aata involving 875 ana 875 disintegrations 
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R a p i d i t y qap 
Pig.5«4 Five-part ic le r a p i d i t y gap d i s t r ibu t ion in 400 GeV 
p-nucleon co l l i s ions . The curve corresponds to the 
Wigner d i s t r ibu t ion , obtained using Eq.5.2. 
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R a p i d i t y 9«p 
Pig.5»5 Five-par t ic le rapidi ty d i s t r ibu t ion obtained af te r 
including the leading and target pa r t i c l e s in 400 GeV 
p-nucleon in te rac t ions . The curve i s due to Eq.5.2. 
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having n, :^ 2, caused by ^0 GeV negative pions ^d 400 GeV protons in nuclear 
emulsion have been analysed. In order to investigate the dependence of the 
cluster size on V » the experimental data have teen divided into various 
intervals of n , for example, n = 0, 1, 2-5» 4-5» f^ -B ana ^ 9. the depen-
dence of the cluster size on the targ'et mass nas also been inve.stiKatpa by 
dividing the experimental data into three distinct n^  rn-cuDs: (i) 2 ^ i^ u-^  
h ' n 
6, (ii) n '^ 7 and (iii) i^ ^ ^  2, because the events belonging to these 
groups are envisagefl to be produced in the interactions of tne prim:iry 
particles with CNO, k^Y-v ana emulsicn nuclei resppcti ve^y, 
Three-, four- ana five-particle rapiaity aiflerence distributions 
observed in 50 and 400 GeV hadron-nucleus interactions for *he above m.entioned 
n groups are plotted in Figs-S-i^-^. 11 • Two-, tnrpp-, four- am; '"ave-
particle rapidity gap distributions are shown for the thre^ n. croups at 
both 50 and 400 GeV incident energies in Figs. 5.12-^.19. The solia curves 
in the figures correspond to 5q.5«''» whereas the broken lines in eac; figure 
show the individual contributicns cf the two terms o::' r^ .^;:. ^ ; '.r^- 'irst and 
second terms of Bq.5.1 represent the contributions cf thr sr.nrt p.r.c ion.-: 
ranpp correlations respectively. The values of the coefficients, A, r, C 
and D and the values of ')C/D.F. obtained for the two-, tnree-, four- ana 
five-particle rapidity gap distributions ''or all the n^ ancs n.^  intervals at 
the two incident energies are presented in Tables '^ .2 and S.? rpspectively. 
The values of these coefficients obtainec by us for 24 V_IPV p-nucleus 
8 S 10 
coHisions and those reported by other workers ' for nucleon-nucleon anc 
nucleon-nucleus collisions at cosrriic ray energies '^ 1 TeV have also been 
given in these tables. It is interesting to see in Pigs.5.6-5.1^ that 
clear peaks exist at relatively smaller values of rapidity gaps in the 
case of two-, three- and four-particle rapidity gap distributions, while 
116 
G 
10' 
ng = 6-8 
J • 
"1^9 
• A . I 
2 0 1 
Rapidity difference 
Pig.5.6 Three-particie rapidity difference distributions in different 
groups cf r at 50 GeV . The curves are obtained using riq.^ .l 
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0 1 2 0 t 2 
Rapidity difference 
Pig«5»7 Dist r ibut ions of rapidi ty differences between the two a l t e rna te 
charg-pd shower par t i c les in different n^- in terva ls at 400 GeV. 
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O 1 
R A P I D I T Y G A P 
Fig,5.12 Distributions of rapidity differences between two consecutive 
charced particles in different intervals of n^ at 50 GeV. Tne 
curves are obtained using ii3q.5.1. 
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3X10"^ 
2 ^ " h $ * 
R A P I D I T Y G A P 
Fig.5.15 Two-particle rapidi ty difference d i s t r ibu t ions for various n^ 
groups in 4OO GeV p-nucleus in te rac t ions . 
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c 
•o 
3X10 
Pig.5-14 
1 2 3 
RAPID ITY GAP 
Three-particle rapidity gap distributions obtainen fcr the 
interactions due to light, heavy and emulsion groups of 
nuclei caused by 50 GeV negp.tive pions. 
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3 X i o 
1 2 
R A P I D I T Y GAP 
Pig.5.15 Three-part ic le rapidity difference d i s t r ibu t ions 
in di f ferent n^-bins a t 400 GeV 
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c 
T3 
2 $ n , , < 6 
"h ^ ^ 
- 3 
lO 
0 1 2 3 4 
R A P I D I T Y GAP 
Pig.5.16 Difitributicns of rapidi ty gaps between the f i r s t and fourth 
charged shower pa r t i c l e s produced in 50 'JSV Tf-nucleus 
co l l i s ions . The curves are due to Kq.'5.1. 
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c 
Fig.5.17 Four-particle rapidity difference distributions in different 
nh-groups at 400 GeV. The curves are due to Eq.^.1. 
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Pig.5.18 Distributions of rapidity gaps between the first 
and fifth charged shower particles at 50 GeV. 
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R A P( D ITY GA P 
Fig.5.19 Five-par t ic le rapid i ty difference d i s t r ibu t ions plotted 
in different n^^-intervals at 4OO GeV. 
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sharp peaks are not observed in the case of five-particle rapidity difference 
distributions. It may also be seen in the fig\ires that the two-, three-, 
and four particle rapidity difference distributions are nicely reproduced 
by Bi.5.1. The broken lines representing the contributions of the short-
range correlations are also found tn coincirie with thp solid curves in the 
case of two-, three-: and four particle rapidity (~ap distributions. In the 
case of five-particle rapidity gap distribution?, the brokpn lines corres-
ponding to short-range correlations are observed to be far away from the 
solid curves. These observations, therefore, tend to sug-.-^ est th-t the major 
contributions to the two-, three- ar.a four-particle correlations come from 
the short-range correlations. It may, therefore, be concluded that two-
three- and four-psrticle correlations exist and there is no clear evidence 
for the existence of five-partic]e correlation in both 50 GeV /C-nucleus and 
400 GeV p-nucleus interactions. 
It may be noted in Tables S.2 and 5.3 that the value of the 
coefficient B, which is regarded as a m^asn^e of*^p stren^ -th of the corre-
lation, decreases with increasing cluster size. However, thr- v^ il'ue of B 
remains almost constant irrespective of the values of n and n, . These 
g h 
results, therefore, suggest that the strength of the correlation is indepen-
dent of T> and the target size. Furthermore, the fact that almost identical 
values of B are observed in both 50 GeV n-nucleus and 400 GeV p-nucleus 
interactions indicates that the strength of the correlations do not depend 
on the energy and "identity of the colliding hadron. 
12 
It has been reported by Daftari et al that the parameter D 
strongly depends on the target mass. However, in the present work, the 
value o^ this parameter does not show appreciable change with increasing 
n and n, . This result is in fine agreement with the results reported bv g n 
other workers 
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For further confirmation of the uncorrelated production, tne 
five-particle rapidity gap distributions, obtained in both 50 GeV TT-nucleus 
and 400 GeV p-nucleus collisions, have been compared with the Wigner distri-
bution obtained by using Eq.5»2 and are shown in Figs.5.20-5.22. The values 
of 9L/D.P. for these fits are given in the last column of Table 5.2. It 
may be seen in the fibres that the distributions match fairly well with the 
theoretical curves. Similar trends have been observed for all the n and n^ 
groups at both the incident energies. 
In the case of p-nucleus interactions at 24 GeV, only two- and 
three-particle correlations were observed to exist revealing thereby that 
the maximizm number of charged pions coming out of a single cluster is only 5. 
The findings of the present work, however, reveal that the maximum number of 
charged pions constituting a cluster is 4 at the incident energies -^ 50 GeV 
and above. These results also suggest that the cluster size is independent 
of n and n, and hence the number of intranuclear collisions. It may be 
g h 
mentioned that the characteristics of clusters essentially remain unchanged 
in both hadron-hadron and hadron-nucleus interactions. These findings, 
therefore, lead to the conclusion that the mechanisms of multiparticle 
production in hadron-nucleon and hadron-nucleus interactions are perhaps 
the same. 
I Z i 
Fig .5 .20 
2 ^ 0 1 
Rapidity difference 
Five-particle rapidity gap distributions in various Hg groups 
at 5*^  and 400 GeV, The curves correspond to the Winner 
distribution, obtained using Eq.5.2. 
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1.0 2.0 
Rapidity gaps 
3.0 
Fig.5.21 F . > e p a . t i c l e rapidi ty , ap d i s t r ibu t ions in different n , - . i n s 
^' ^ ^ ""^^^^ are due to Eq.5.2. 
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1.0 2.0 3.0 
Rapidity gaps 
njs^%n F i v e - p a r t i c l e rapidity gan d i s t r ih , . ^^ 
400 r^  V H di-tribu.xons an different n^ -^fcins at 
'•'-'^  GeV. The curves are due to Eq.5 .2 
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CHAPTER - VI 
ESQ Bcmlimg in badron-hmAron and badron-nvelaus l i it«mctlMu 
1-7 Nuaerous attempts have been nade to t e s t the va l i d i t y of the 
o 
KNO scaling since its introduction in 1972. The inelastic p-p multiplicity 
1 ? 6 
data are reported * to show an approximate KNO scaling. Breakstone et al 
have, however, observed that at ISR energies the multiplicity data based on 
the non-single diffractive events, obey the KNO scaling function expressed 
in terms of the Slattery's parameterization . It is worthmentioning that 
the problem of examining the validity of the KNO scaling had attracted 
attention even before the availability of the incident energies in the 
collider rauige. Attempts have also been nade to check whether the KNO 
scaling function changes with energy in order to accomodate the multiplicity 
data at FNAL and ISR energies. Furthermore, the observation of the KNO 
7 9 — 
scaling violations observed * in p-p collisions at Js = 540 GeV, led some 
workers to make certain modifications in many theoretical models to explain 
the scaling violations at collider energies. It is now believed ' that 
there exists some mechanisms which cause the change in the shapes of the 
multiplicity distributions as one,moves from ISR to collider energy range, 
such as the three gluon coupling in Soft Gluon Bremsstrahlung Model ' , 
12 
re-scattering in Dual Parton Model , enhanced particle production in the 
central region in Three Fireball Model ^, etc. Many new theoretical models 
have also been proposed to explain the multiplicity distributions and the 
KNO scaling at FNAL, ISR and collider energies. In most of these models, 
it is assumed ^* ^ that the emission of secondairy particles takes place 
via k independent cells of equal strengths which are formed during the 
intermediate stage of the reaction. The parameter k has been explained 
139 
either in terms of the Quantum Chroraodynamica or using statistical 
17 1B 18 
approach .' . Recently, Mrowczynski has proposed the Pressure Ensemble 
Model(PEM) assuming that there are k fireballs which resemble in all the 
statistical respects and these fireballs are responsible for the production 
18 
of secondary pions. The multiplicity distribution, according to the PEM 
is given by 
P (n) = A^^M expC-an) n " (6.1) 
where n represents the number of negative pions and 'a' is a thermodynamical 
factor defined as; 
a = Jk/D = k/<n> (6.2) 
where D denotes the dispersion of the multiplicity distribution. 
On using Eq.6.1, the KNO scaling function becomes 
Y(z) = <n>P (n) = ^^ _^^ ^^  exp(-kz) z*^ " (6.3) 
where z = n/<n>. 
13 It has been reported by Mrowczynski that the multiplicity 
distribution observed in p-p collisions at Ji = 540 GeV is in fine accord 
17 
with the model predictions. Furthermore, Bambah has proposed a model for 
quark jets based on the thermodynamics of one dimensional quark gas in a 
grand canonical pressure fixed ensemble. Incidentally, the KNO scaling 
17 
function suggested by Bambah acquires the same form as the KNO scaling 
1 ft 
function of the P5M as given by Sq.6.3. 
In the present study, the multiplicity distributions ana the 
scaling behaviour of the pions produced in nadron-hadron and nadrun-nucleus 
interactions have been compared with the predictions of the PEM. For this 
purpose, the data of refs. 5.6,19-23 have been used. 
110 
Miiltiplicity distributions of charged particles observed in p-p 
interactions at 50. 69, 200, 4OO and /^10^ GeV are shown in Fig.6.1. The 
curves in the figure correspond to the P M predictions (Eq.6.i;. The 
equation is fitted to the data at 50 and 69 GeV for k = 2. For 200 and 
400 GeV incident energies, k a 3, provides a good fit, whereas at ,^10^ G«V 
the value of k is observed to be 4. The thermodynamical factor, a, 
occurring in Bq.6.1 is calculated using the relation, a = Jk/D in each case. 
The values of TC^/D.?. at 50, 69, 200, 4OO and 10^ GeV are O.I5, O.O7, 0.09, 
0.08 and 0.2? respectively. It may be noted in the figure that the experi-
mental data at each energy are nicely reproduced by Eq,6.1. This observation, 
therefore, leads to the conclusion that in p-p collisions, the niunber of 
fireballs which contribute to the observed multi-hadronic state increases 
17 
with increasing projectile energy. According to the Barabah model , there 
are 3 or 4 cells or fireballs responsible for the hadron production in 
17 both p-p and p-p interactions. It has also been suggested that the value 
2 2 
of the ratio, D /cn> strongly depends on k. However, there is no definite 
theoretical argument for determining a finite value of k. In the present 
study the value of this parameter is observed to vary from 2 to 4 in tne 
energy range, E, ,'^(50-10) GeV in the case of p-p collisions. The 
17 
minimum value of k = 3» as proposed by Bambah , can not describe the 
experimental data at ^50 GeV. Furthermore, in the present study, the 
value of k turns out to be 3 for 200 GgV p-p data, whilst for p-p inter-
actions at the same incident energy, the value of k has been found to be 4« 
This difference in the value of k may be explained in terms of the 
17 1ft 2 2 
suggestions • that l/k -~ D /<n>. It may be noted in Table 6.1 
2 2 that the value of the ratio D /<n> is much smaller in the case of 
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o 
c 
O 10 20 O 10 O 10 
XIO^ 
4 0 0 Gev 
Fig.6.1 Multiplicity distributions in p-p collisions 
at different energies. The curves correspond 
to the PEW predictions. 
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0 f Tr-ble 6.1 Values of <n>, D and D / ^ n > m hadron-hadron and haoj-on-nucleiis 
c o l l i s i c n ? - a t 200 GeV 
P r o j e c t i l e Proton Ant ip ro tcn 
P 2.t'b 1.Q;" n./i? 3.90 1.05 0.?^ 
Ar 5.39 3.40 0.40 6.80 3.76 0.30 
Xe b.84 i..f. ' ' . /;2 8 o 4 •i . ;S 0.2? 
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antiproton induced reactions aa compared to the proton induced reactions* 
thua auggesting a relatively higher value of k for p-p collisions. 
18 
According to the PEM , the KNO scaling function, given by 
Eq.6.3. should be obeyed by both p-p and p-p data if the conditions of 
Eq.6,2 are satisfied by the experimental data. The experimental results, 
however, show that for the interactions caused by protons 
a = /k/D = 0.9k/<:n> (6.4) 
This fact is clearly reflected in Tables 6.1 and 6,2. Therefore, for the 
reactions caused by proton projectiles, the KKO scaling function of the PEM 
may be written as 
y(z) = <n>P^(n) = - § ^ ^ exp(-0.9kz) z''"'' (6.5) 
• Ifi 
The possibility of such discrepancy has also been pointed out by Mrowczynski 
because according to the PEM the nvonber of fireballs should remain the same 
for each event. This assumption appears to be quite realistic in the case 
of p-p annihilation. But for the case of p-p collisions this is approxi-
mately valid, because in such interactions, different collisions occur 
having different inelasticity coefficients. Although different values of 
k have been obtained at different incident energies, it is expected, that 
different forms of the KNO scaling function of the model would be required 
for accomodating the experimental data at various incident energies. It may 
be noted that one obtains different shapes by simply changing the value of 
k in Bq.6.5. 
Variations of <cn>P(n) with z for p-p collisions at 50 and 69 
GeV incident energies are plotted in Fig.6.2. Similar plots for p-p 
interactions at 200, 36O and 4OO GeV are shown in Pig.6.5. The solid and 
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-1 
A 
c 
V 
I I 
M 
- 2 
10 
-3 
3X10 
KZ2 
O 5 0 cev 
• 69 Gev 
z = n / < n > 
Fig.6.2 Multiplicity distributions of negative pions plottea 
as a function of z at 50 and 69 GeV. The solid and 
broken curves are obtained using Eqs.6.3 and 6.5 
respectively. 
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-~ - 1 
Ob. 
A 
c 
V 
II 
M 
- 2 
10 
-3 
3X10 
• 3 6 0 GCV 
O 2 0 0 C f V 
X 4 0 0 GCV 
2 = n / < n > 
Fig.6.3 <n>P(n) plotted as a function of variable z at 
E, , = 200, 360 and 400 GeV. The solid and broken curves 
are due to Eqs. 6.3 and 6.5 respectively. 
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broken curves in Pigs.6.2 and 6.5 are obtained using Eqs.6.3 and 6.5 res-
pectively for k - 2 tPig.6.2) and k = 3 (Fig.6.5). It is interesting 
to note in the figure that the experimental data very well fit the curves 
(broken) representing Eq.6.5 except in the region of higher multiplicities 
where probably some uncertainty is associated with the data. Furthermore, 
it may be seen in Fig.6.2 and 6.3 that the solid curves are in marked 
disagreement with the experimental data. 
For fxxrther confirmation of the validity of Eq.b.5, the variation 
of M^(z) with z for inelastic p-p collision data at ISR energies is plotted 
in Fig.6.4. Once again it is observed that the data are nicely reproduced 
by broken curves obtained using Eq.6.6, whereas the solid curve corres-
ponding to EIq.6.3 is seen to deviate much from the experimental distri-
butions. Similar trends in the variations of <n>P(n) with z are also 
4 
expected for k = 4 in the case of p-p collisions at r>^ 10 GeV which has 
not been shown because of relatively larger fluctuations in the experimental 
values due to poor statistics. 
To test the validity of the P5M predictions at collider energies, 
the multiplicity distribution observed in p-p collisions at Ji = 540 GeV has 
been compared with the model predictions in Fig.6.5. In Fig.6.6, the 
variations of M'(z) with z are shown for p-p collisions at E, = 200 GeV 
and Js = 540 GeV. The cxirves in Figs.6.5 and 6.6 correspond to Kqs.6.1 
and 6.5 respectively; the fits in both the figures are obtainea for k = 4. 
The m-iltiplicity distribution At Js = 540 GeV is observed to be in excellent 
agreement with the model predictions. The vy(z) vs z plot shown in 
Pig.6.t reveals that the shape of the KNO scaling function, obtained on 
18 17 
using the predictions of the T¥S^ or the Bambah "model for quark jets , 
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O 1 2 
2 : n / < n > 
F i g . 6 . 4 Y^z) vs z a t ISR e n e r g i e s . 
119 
O 
6 6 
150 
iib' 
V 
M 
-2 
10 
-3 
4X10 
• ELab = 200Gtv 
O ys=s40Gev 
JL 
F i g . 6 . 6 Var ia t ion 
1 
z=n/<n> 
of <n> P(n) with 
^ lab ^ ^^ ^®^ ^"^ ^ '^ ^^^ ^^^' 
the PEM p r e d i c t i o n s . 
z i n p-p c o l l i s i o n s a t 
The curve r e p r e s e n t s 
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nicely accommodates the p-p aultiplicity data in the energy range, V s ^ 
(20-540J GeV. 
Although the analysis of p-p multiplicity data in the energy 
range ' , Js -^^  (2.5-62.2) GeV indicates clearly that the standard O O 
scaling function is no more a reliable means to understand the shape of 
the multiplicity distributions at different energies, yet an approximate 
scaling of the experimental data on p-p interactions in the energy range, 
1 4 5 
K. , '>'(50-400) GeV has been observed ' '"^  using Slattery's parameteriza-
tion of the form: 
Y(Z) = <"ch>^^\h^ = ^^'^^^ "" 53.7Z^-6.64Z^ + 0.3522"^ ) 
exp(- 5.04Z) (b.6) 
where Z = n ^/<n ^ ; n , is the number of charged particles produced 
in prp collisions. 
For hadron-nucleus interactions in the same energy range,quite different 
shapes are obtained on analysing the experimental data in terms of the 
variable Z(= n y^ /<n S). This fact is clearly reflected in Fig.6.7 in 
which the variations of Y(Z) with Z are plotted for the interactions 
due to p, Ar and Xe targets caused by protons and antiprotons at 200 GeV 
incident energy. The curve in Fig.6.7 corresponds to the Slattery's fit 
obtained on using Bq.6.6. It is seen in Fig.6.7 that only p-p and p-p 
data acquire the shape of the KNO scaling function, whereas the distribu-
tions of charged shower particles produced in the reactions caused by 
protons and antiprotons with nuclear targets are observed to be in marked 
disagreement with one representing the KNO scaling function. For obtaining 
a better fit in the case of hadron-nucleus multiplicity data, the variable 
152 
1 2 
Pig,6.7 Variation of ^{Z) as a function of Z in p-p, p-p, 
p-nucleus and p-nucleus interactions. The curve 
corresponds to E(i.6.6. 
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Z and the KNO scaling function '^ (^Z) have been redefined, by various 
workers5'4.25,26^ 
18 To examine the validity of the PBM predictions in hadron-
nucleus interactions, the multiplicity distributions of the negative pions 
produced in p-p, p-Ar, p-Xe, p-p, p-Ar auid p-Xe interactions at 200 GeV 
are snown in Fig,6.8. -The fit for each type of reaction is obtained 
using Bi.6.1. It may be noted that for proton induced interactions, the 
value of the parameter, k, occurring in 3q.6.1, is found to be 5» while 
in the case of the interactions caused by antiprotons, the value of tnis 
parameter turns out to be 4« It may also be noted in Table b.ltnat tne 
conditions for obtaining a better fit to the experimental data, as given 
by 3qs.6.2 and 6.4, are respectively achieved in p-nucleus and p-nucleus 
collisions. These observations, therefore, tend to suggest that the KNO 
scaling functions, expressed by Bqs.6.5 and 6.5, should also be obeyed by 
p-nucleus and p-nucleus data respectively. A plot of ^(z) vs z is 
shown in Fig.6.9 for the reactions caused by protons and antiprotfins 
with proton, argon and xenon targets, Eq8.6,5 and 6.5 are fitted to tne 
data for k = 4 and k = 3 respectively and the experimental data are 
observed to be in fine agreement with the KNO scaling fxinction obtained on 
the basis of the PEM . 
On the basis of the findings of the present work, the following 
conclusions may be drawn; 
i) the shapes of the multiplicity distributions observed in 
hadron-nucleus and hadron-hadron interactions over a wide range of incident 
energies are nicely reproduced by the Pressure Ensemble Model, 
ii) the scaled multiplicity distributions obtained on the basis of 
the model are foiind to be independent of energy as well as the size of the 
154 
n 
Pig.6.8 Multiplicity distributions of negative pions in p-p, p-p, 
p-Ar, p-Ar, p-Xe and p-Xe interactions at 200 GeV. The 
CUTVPS represent the PEW predictions. 
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Fig.6.9 Variation of <n>p(n) with z for the interactions 
due to p, AT and Xe targets caused by protons and 
antiprotons. 
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target nucleus in the case of antiproton induced reactions, whereas for the 
Interactions caused by protons, different shapes of the KNO scaling function 
are required to accommodate the experimental data in different incident 
energy ranges. 
iii) the number of fireballs, k, is observed to increase with energy 
from 2 at E^^b'^ ^"^  ^ ^^ ^° ^ *^ ^lab"^^ ^®^ ^ " ^ ®^ ^^® °^ ^~^ collisions, 
whereas in the case of p-p collisions, this number remains equal to 4 from 
E, , »^ 200 GeV onwards. The numbers of the fireballs are also observed to 
remain unchanged irrespective of the size of the target nucleus for both 
proton and antiproton induced reactions. 
24 
Recently Szwed and Wrochna have reported that p-p multiplicity 
data in the cm. energy range -^ (2."5-62.2) GeV can be described successfully 
27 in terms of the generalization of the KNO scaling suggested by Golokhvastov , 
which is referred to as the KNO-G scaling. According to the KKO-G scaling ' , 
the experimental data at different energies should acquire similar shapes 
n 
when S (= ^^P-) are plotted against 'z(= n/<n> +0.5), where n denotes 
the number of negative pions. Another way to test the validity of the 
KNO-G predictions is to check whether the multiplicity distributions satisfy 
the following relations: 
t^ (^z) = -(1 - az) exp(-bz^) (6.8) 
The values of the constants 'a' and 'b' occurring in Bq.6.8 have been 
reported^^ to be 0.1489+0.0038 and 0.6276+0.OO4I for inelastic p-p 
data, while in the case of p-p collisions at 540 GeV, the values of these 
constants are found to be -0.1IO4 and 0.8924 respectively. 
157 
In the present investigation, an attempt has, therefore, been 
made to teat whether the KNO-G predictions are capable of describing the 
nultlplicity data on hadron-nucleus interactions also. Attempt has also 
been made to check as to how far the KNO-G predictions are obeyed by the 
experimental data if the nature of the colliding hadron chauiges. 
Multiplicity distributions of the negative pions produced in 
proton and antiproton induced reactions with proton, argon and xenon targets 
at 200 GeV lab. energy are compared with the KNO-G predictions in Fig.6.10. 
In Fig.6.11, the variations of S with 'z and "z' are snown for these 
interactions. It, is interesting to note that the curves in yifi.6.10, which 
are obtained by using Eqs.6.7 and 6.8, fit the experimental distributions 
quite nicely; the values of th'^' constants a and b have already been 
2 
given. The values of %/l).F. are found to be 0.06, 0.11, 0.l6, 0.06, 
0.15 and 0.07 respectively for p-p, p-Ar, p-Xe, p-p, p-Ar axid p-Xe reactions. 
In Pig.6.11 it may be noted that p-p. p-Ar and p-Xe data have almost similar 
shapes, which is contrary to the observations for p-p, p-Ar and p-Xe data. 
These results, therefore, reveal that KNO-G scaling is valid not only in 
hadron-hadron collisions but also for the interactions involving nuclei as 
targets. The findings of the present work also indicate that the form of 
the KNO-G scaling function obtained using KNO-G predictions strongly depends 
on the nature of the colliding hadron. 
A graphical test of the KNO-G scaling for the inelastic and non-
single diffractive p-p data at ISR energies is shown in Fig.6.12. It is 
seen in Fig. 6.12 that the multiplicity data on the inelastic and non-
single diffractive events agree fairly well with the predictions of the 
KNO-G scaling. Therefore, for obtaining a perfect KNO-G scaling, the 
exclusion of the single diffractive events from the inelastic sample is 
158 
Fig.6.10 Multiplicity distributions of negative pions in hadrojj-hadron 
and hadron-nucleus interactions at 200 GeV. The curves are 
obtained using KNO-G predictions. 
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not expected to reveal any significant departure. The subtraction of the 
single diffractive components would rather yield significant uncertainties 
2/1 
in the non-single diffractive data samples . Since the available data at 
/s = 540 GeV are based on the non- single diffractive samples, it was, 
therefore, necessary to check the KKO-G predictions for the non-single 
diffractive data at lower energies before proceeding to collider energy 
2 
range. In Fig.6.l5f the variations of S with 'z and 'z are shown for 
n 
p-p data at 540 GeV together with the non single diffractive p-p data at 
ISR ene^ -gies. A cl(=^ ar 'departure of 540 GeV data from the ISK energy- data 
is observed in the figure which might be due to different nature of the 
projectiles. These results are,thus, in fine agreement with the results 
24 
reported earlier . A comparison of the multiplicity distribution at 24 540 GeV with KNO-G predictions have been made by Szwed and Wrochna as well, 
They have observed that KNO-G predictions fail to describe the experimental 
distribution in the region of high multiplicity. This discrepancy in the 
high multiplicity region reveals the probability of the existence of some 
new mechanisms, which may lead to the high multiplicity events, is quite 
28 
high. It is worthmentioning that a group of workers at CERN has been 
able to compile the multiplicity data at the collider energies is = 200 
and 900 GpV. The ajialysis of these data might provide some definite clue 
regarding the production mechanisms leading to high multiplicity events, 
at collider energies. 
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CHAPTER - VII 
Summary 
As already mentioned in Chapter I, the phenomenal success of the 
Glauber's theory and the realization that nuclei as targets may be used as 
an analyser of the space-time development of the multiparticle final states 
have changed the entire scenario on the study of hadron-nucleus interactions 
at high energies. These studies are also expected to provide useful results 
which may differenciate between various theoretical models put forward to 
explain the dynamics of multiparticle production. 
With the advent of high energy accelerators, the studies on multi-
particle production in high energy hadronic interactions have generated 
considerable interest. It is because of the fact that accelerators could 
provide beams of desired particles with controlled energies and fluxes. 
Numerous attempts have, therefore, been made to examine the various features 
of hadron-nucleus interactions in the entire energy range of the accelerator 
energies. However, a relatively lesser number of attempts have been maae to 
investigate the characteristics of particle production around 400 GeV as 
compared to those at lower energies. Furthermore, there are many features of 
the experimental data which may provide useful informations regarding the 
dynamics of multiparticle production but some of these parameters have not 
been studied thoroughly and some of them have been completely ignored. Also, 
the predictions of some of the theoretical models proposed during the recent 
past have not been compared with the experimental results. It was, therefore, 
considered worthwhile to undertake an experimental study of these problems 
using proton-emulsion interactions at the highest accelerator energy avail-
able untill the middle of 1985 400 GeV. 
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In the present investigation, a random sample of 1087 disintegra-
tions having TL ; ^ 0 , where n denotes the number of tracks with ^ ^ 0 . 7 , 
caused by 400 GeV protons in emulsion has been used. f\irthermore, for 
examining the dependence of the various features of hadron-nucleus collisions 
on the nature and energy of the projectile, a random sample of 873 jT-inter-
actions having n, "^2, available in our laboratory has also been analysed. 
In order to investigate the characteristics oT slow particles, 
particularly knock out protons, multiplicity distributions of grey p..rticles 
emitted in the forward and backward he-'iispheres have been investigated and 
the dispersions of these distribvitions have been determined. Tne results have 
been compared with those reported at lower energies. Attempts have also been 
made to examine the correlations between the slow particle multi|'licities and 
the number of intranuclear collisions. The results reveal that like the total 
multiplicity distribution, the multiplicity aistributions of grey particleE 
emitted in the forward and backward hemispheres are also indepenaent of the 
incident energy. The mean grey particle multiplicities in the two herr.ispheres 
and their dispersions do not exhibit any appreciable chan£e with increarinp 
projectile energy. The multiplicity distributions of grey particlf^ s enitted 
in the forward and backward hemispheres may be nicely reporduced by using the 
predictions of the Additive Qiaark Model (AQM) neglecting the ccntributi r n of 
the pair correlations while evaluating the theoretical values. The behaviour 
of the correlations between grey and black particle multiplicities, i.e., 
i^n •>-n, aiTd ^riy^n correlations are found to be in fine agreement as 
predicted by th-^- Stenlund and Otterlund model upto TL{n^)^ 9 anti beyond 
this region, saturation in both types of correlations are observed to occur 
and the mode! fails to account for it. It has, however, been pointea out 
by Stenlund and Otterlund that in the region of n (n )I>9, some new n.echanisms 
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start dominating and cause saturation in these correlations. The results 
also reveal that any of the black, grey or heavily ionizing particle multi-
plicity may be taken as a measure of the number of intranuclear collisions, 
•^  , with almost equal reliability. This result has been verified by 
examining the variations of the mean multiplicity of charged shower particles, 
<:n •>, dispersion, D(n ) and ratio, D(n )/<n > with •^i?(n )> and<•)?"(n)>; 
S S S S ' g 
here <i'^(n,)> and<l^(n )> represent the number of intranuclear collisions 
estimated using n, and n respectively. It is interesting to note that the 
b S ^ 
variations of these parameters with -il\^ (n, )> and -<^ l?-(n_)> are almost of 
the same nature, i.e., the data points obtainea for totr, <;-^  (n )> and -^ ^^ (n )> 
fall on a single curve(Fig.2.10). 
The angular characteristics of grey particles are rnvna to be 
slightly dependent on the target mass and comparatively mere grey particles 
are observed to appear in the forward hemisphere (B •^  ^ /2) for lighter 
targets'. These distributions are nicely reproduced by t\p preaictiors o^ 
the AC|JM and the ar^ reement between the experimer.tal ar:d thecret ic--l v^]ues 
become clospr wher; the contributions of the grey partici^ f- prcducec a.'- a 
rpr;ul+ of the destruction of correlated pairs of intranuclear nucloons are 
also taken into account. It is also observed (Fi^ -.?.4) that protons 
produced due to the destmiction of correlated pairs contributp tc inc'ueive 
angular distributions of the grey particles for all emission anf^ ies. This 
observation, at least, partly explains the absence of any si ;.rii fi oant 
difference in the general characteristics of hadron-nucieus collisions with 
and without the grey particles in the backward h^nisphpre. 
The study of the characteristics of disintegrations with and 
without the emission of hadrons ( grey or relativistic particles) in the 
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backward hemisphere suggeBtsthat l i k e t o t a l m u l t i p l i c i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n , thp 
m u l t i p l i c i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n s of grey p a r t i c l e s for the even t s with and without 
grey and shower p a r t i c l e s emitted in the backward hemisphere a r e independent 
of the p r o j e c t i l e energy. The d i s p e r s i c n D(n ) i s found to i nc rea se 
l i n e a r l y with <rn ^ for a l l types of e v e n t s . The an£ni"lar di r t r i h u t i o n R of 
grey p a r t i c l e s for the events with and without r e l ^ t i v i s t i c p f r t i c l f s emitted 
in the backward hemisphere a r e observed to be almost s i r r i l a r for p-CNO 
c o l l i s i o n s , while for p-AgSr i n t e r a c t i o n s , comparat ively mere p a r t i c l e s appear 
a t smal le r ang les in the case of c o l l i s i o n s wi.tr.oi;t r p : a : : v i s t i c r-r'.-^ticles 
in "he bacKWrrd hemisphere. T-^ e d.''s I r ' ^ u liri-, i s H1=C> ot'.'^r-vi^d t,>, noptrid '-ri 
the t a r g e t s i z e for the i n t e r a c t i o n s accompanied by the emission of r e l a t i -
v i s t i c p a r t i c l e s in the backward hemippnere. 
The va lues of the mean noTTnalized m u l t i p l i c i t i e s , estimrteri in 
terms of the c rea ted charged p a r t i c l e s , R. and by c o n s i d e r i n g the t o t ^ l 
number of f i na l s t a t e p a r t i c l e s (both charged and n e u t r a l ) , K a re crservec 
to be independent of the p r o j e c t i l e energy and hot*-, •^xribi"' s i / n i f i c T n ' 
s i m i l a r i t i e s in t h e i r behaviours for both pro'.en ^••c- wej 1 ar pi ; n r r /^ -^ ' i " e^. 
The va lues of R,, obtained for l i g h t , heavy ar.ri e r r j l r inn n u c l e i , arc rr:r-ervo.-i 
to be near ly equal to t h e i r corresponding va lues of R^  ''or tot.-i pi on iii:d 
proton p r o j e c t i l e s . I t i s a l s o observed t h a t both H, and H^  i i . r rea.s- with 
the mean number of i n t r a n u c l e a r c o l l i s i o n s , < ^ > , ana the e f f e c t i v e number of 
e n c o u n t e r s , < •)?> , in almost the same fa sh ion . These r e s u l t s , tne^T-:ore, 
suggest t h a t for the .sam.e number of encoun te r s , V . the meax; m u l t i n l i n i t y in 
hariron-nucleus i n t e r a c t i o n s i s independent of the quantum nr-m! e-r of th'-
i nc iden t hadron. This i s simply a pa r t of the univerp,', l i ty hypothcs-^.s used 
in coherent tube p i c t u r e s . These obse rva t i ons revea l a new kind ni' r r a l i n ; ; 
in hadron-nuclens c o l l i s i o n s . 
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The results based on the angular -characteristics of fast charged 
secondaries reveal that the multiplicity distributions of charged shower 
particles in the backward hemisphere, which is connected with the target 
mass, are comparatively flatter than the distributions in the forward 
hemisphere. The value of the ratio D(n )/-< n'> is much smaller than the 
s s 
ratio B(n )/<n > ; ^ n > and < n > are respectively the mean multiplicities 
S S * 8 S 
F 
of shower particles in the forwp.rd and backward hemispheres and D(n ) and 
D(n ) are their corresponding dispersions. The m(= n - n ) distribution 
s s s. 
is found to be negative for n = 0 and it gets flatter as n^ increases and 
E € 
becomes predominantly positive for n = 3 and above. This fa?t nay be 
explained in terms of: (i) multiple scattering of the incident hadron inside 
the nucleus and consequently a rapid decrease in its energ",', [ii) multiple 
scattering of low momenta secondaries and (iii) cascading of recoiling 
nucleons. Furthermore, the dependence of Y\ and dV] -distributions on n 
suggests that there is a strong" nositive correlation between the nuTiter of 
knock out protons and the nu-mber of intranuclear collisionE. Thp shift of 
the centre of dVj -distribution with n contraiictp the or'^ dictions of" th« 
enerfTy flux cascade model, according tn which the centre of the aistributior; 
should be independent of n . It mav be mentioned that for larpTT values 
g 
of VI , if) -distributions are observed to hn negative. This observation, 
thus, eliminates the idea of complete passivity of thr incident hadron 
frnm thf nucleus after the first collision. The linear variations of •<y\> 
with n and n, indicate the n and n, mav be used as a measure of the number g h g n ' 
of hadron-nucleon collisions occurring inside the nucleus. The constancy 
of D'Y?) against n, . n and n favours the oredictions of thf^  difTractive 
L h g s 
excitation and energy flux cascade model, which predicts D(T|) to he indepen-
dent of "i?" and discards the tube type approaches, where D(t)^  is visua-
lized to vary as a function of In^. 
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The rapidity distributions of charged shower particles are quite 
different for the interactions with and without the emission of the grey 
particles in the backward hemisphere. The pseudorapidity distribution of 
showers obtained for the collisions with grey particles emitted in the 
backward hemisphere exhibits a relatively stronger dependence on the target 
size as compared to those for the events having no grey particles in the 
backward hemisphere. On comparing these results with the predictions of 
the multiple scattering model, it may be concluded that thp interactions 
accompanied by the emission of grey particles in the backward hemisphere 
correspond to a relatively larger number of intranuclear re-scatterincs. 
The characteristics of clusters produced in 400 GeV proton-nucleon 
interactions have been investigated by analysing the experimental data in 
terms of the predictions of the models dealing with the interactions of the 
peripheral nature. It is observed that the leading particle effect is more 
pronounced in the events having low multiplicities. Tie study of the 
maximum rapidity gap distributions reveals that most of the events are 
produced due to non-diffractive dissociations while the contribution of 
diffractive dissociation appears to be quite small. Furthermore, it is observed 
that /^9f5% of the total events having multiolicities in the interval 6 ^ n ,^ 
ch~^  
10, possess at least one cluster. In each interaction the pions are visua-
lized to be produced through the formation of clusters and each cluster 
decays into a minimum of three charged pions. 
The nature of the dependence of the characteristics of clusters 
on the energy and identity of the incident hadron and the number of encounters 
made by the primary particle inside the struck nucleus, "^  , have also been 
investigated by analysing the experimental data on 50 GeV T\-^ JUCleus and 
!7t 
400 GeV p-nucleu8 colllalons. The results reveal that the characteristics 
of clusters roaain essentially the same irrespective of the energy and 
identity of the colliding hadron and number of intranuclear collisions. 
Attempts have also been made to investigate the size and mass of 
of the clusters and their dependence on the target size using model indepen-
dent approach. It is "observed that the maximum number of charged pions 
produced through the decay of a single cluster is four at r^'^O GeV and 
above and remains almost independent of the size of the target nucleus. 
These" findings, therefore, tend to suggest that the mechanisms of multi-
particle production in hadron-hadron and hadron-nucleus interactions are 
Pex^ iaps the same. 
Finally, to study the multiplicity distributions of charged parti-
cles and to examine the validity of the KNO scaling in hadron-hadron and 
hadron-nucleus interactions, experimental data on p-p, p-p, p-nr.cleus and 
^nucleus collisions in the cm. energy range /—(10-540) GeV have been 
analysed in terms of the predictions of the thermodynamical models ana 
Golokhvastov's generalization of the KNO scaling, referred t o as the K.'.'U-G 
scaling. The results reveal that the pion production takes place through 
k fireballs of equal strengths; the value of k is observed to vary frcn ? 
at Ja '~^0 GeV to 4 at Ji —^'100 GeV for proton-proton interactions, whereas 
for antiproton-proton collisions, the value of k is fo'ond to he constant 
(=4) in the entire cm. energy range '^(20-540) GpV. Furthermore, for 
fixed projectile energy, the number of fireballs is observed to remain 
the same irrespective of the size of the target nucleus. It may be noted 
that according to the predictions of the thermodynamical models, the 
constancy of the number of fireballs leads to the KNO scaling. The experi-
mantal results also suggest that for antiproton induced reactions, the 
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KNO scaling fiinction of the thermodynamical model is obeyed by the data 
in the cm. energy range '^ (20-540) GeV for both proton and nuclear targets. 
In the case of the reactions caused by protons, since the value of k is 
different for different regions of incident energy, different KNO scaling 
functions would be required for accommodating the data in different energy 
ranges. Thus, the KND scaling function of the therniodynamical models shows 
strong dependence on the nature of the colliding hadrons. Finally, the 
analysis of the experimental data in terms of the KI>JO-G predictions also 
indicate that the shapes of the scaled multiplicity distributions are indepen-
dent of thp target size but strongly depend on the idei.tity of th'? impinging 
hadron. 
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